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The New "Six Page" The Changing Attitude 
Written Presentation About Bonusing 



"RAB is Gannett Radio's 
Inside Sales Force" 

—Joseph Dorton 
President, Gannett Radio Division 
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Membership in the Radio Advertising 
Bureau (RAB) means that 14 Gannett stations 
in Los Angeles, San Diego, St. Louis, Tampa, 
Detroit, Cleveland and Chicago work smarter 
and maximize the impact of each sales call. 

Supporting the radio industry's national 
sales and marketing arm gives us research, 
national advertising visibility, national and 
regional new business development cam-
paigns, market surveys, sales tools, presen-
tations and marketplace intelligence which 
allow our group to put better prepared and 
better trained people on the street to make 
more sales. 

If your station or group doesn't have the 
RAB working for you, call: 

1 (800) 232-3131. 
[ln NY—Call (212) 599-6666 collect] 



KEEP A CHANGING MARKET FROM 
CATCHING YOU BY SURPRISE. 

If you know radio, you know it's important to keep up with 
the way the market changes. Your audience is often on the 
move, and new trends in listening habits and programming 
preferences can change between rating periods. Those 
trends are of prime importance to you and sometimes getting 
information from quarterly reports isn't fast enough. That's 
why Arbitron Ratings developed ARBITRENDS,s" the com-
puterized ratings tool for the eighties. 
ARBITRENDS delivers a radio market report from our 

computer to yours. All you do is pick up the phone, turn on 
your IBM® XT, and you're ready to catch up on the latest 
audience trends. ARBITRENDS is a first in radio marketing. 
It's a technological breakthrough that can give you a picture 
of your market in a shorter time than ever before, so you can 
make up-to-the-minute business decisions. 
And ARBITRENDS does most of the work for you, helping 

to turn the numbers into information you can actually use. 
You get user-selectable report formats that let you pick the 
specific demographics, dayparts, and estimates you need 
to study. That's the power, precision and efficiency 
of ARBITRENDS. 
So don't let the ratings catch you by surprise. Call Arbitron 

Ratings at (212) 887-1300 and find out about the 
major new trend in radio. It's ARBITRENDS, 
the radio resource of the eighties. 

ARBITRON RATINGS 
1984 Art,908 Rags 

@D AR,BITKON KATINGS COMPANY 
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Letters 

Does Not Compute 

As I was reading the March issue's 
cover story on how to computerize 
a station I found myself disagreeing 
with a number of the suggestions 
made. As I see it, the question is 
no longer whether or not a station 
should computerize, but rather how 
and when. Soon, a station without 
the benefit of a computer will be 
operating at a disadvantage. Since 
radio traffic accounting billing 
systems are now available for as 
little as $ 10,000 (computer included) 
the process can be cost-efficient 
for even the smallest of stations. 
The suggested "one system" ap-

proach to computerization has a 
number of drawbacks. Usually any-
thing that is all-purpose is a com-
promise, sacrificing performance 
and costing more. There is a pur-
pose to reel-to-reel, cart and cas-
sette tape recorders, likewise for 
computers...get the system that is 
best suited for the job. 

Also, why use one system for 
two functions that are totally 
separate like news and accounting? 
The approach could cause a station 
problems...if someone, somewhere 
in the station gains access to the 
account file, that person now has 
access to confidential information 
and could accidentally tamper 
with the data, something that 
could go undetected and cost a sta-
tion a great deal of money. I be-
lieve that in certain situations the 
fewer the terminals, the fewer 
who have access to a computer and 
the information it contains, the 
better (and salespeople should be 
prohibited from touching the traf-
fic accounting billing computer to 

Radio Only 
SEVEN NEW MONEY- MAKING SALES IDEAS 

How to Make 
Your Siphon 
Sound Dyfferern 

prevent possible conflict of in-
terest). 
I don't think any system should 

require that station staff members 
attend (night or weekend) school 
to become proficient. NO system 
should require computer program-
ming knowledge, and if it does, 
find yourself another system! 
I agree when you say to look at 

the big picture. Computers will be 
a part of stations sooner than most 
of us imagine and the smart man-
ager is preparing, establishing con-
tacts, laying the groundwork for 
the gradual and modular approach 
to computerization. By modular, I 
mean that complete units are 
computerized. These units can be 
the radio traffic accounting billing 
process (a good place to start by 
the way), the newsroom, copy de-
partment or a unit could be an in-
dividual, like getting a word pro-
cessor for your secretary. By mod-
ular I also mean that the unit you 
computerize is part of an overall 
plan. 

Finally, when buying a computer 
system you are buying a piece of 
equipment, a tool that should help 
you and your staff do a better job, 
and that job is RADIO! 

Richard Byrne 
187a Victoria St. S. 

Kitchener, Ont. 
N2G 2C1 
Canada 

Programming vs. Sales? 

Thank the powers that be that 
someone "out there in radio land" 
realizes that a program director can 
be utilized to work effectively with 
the sales force. (In Search of Pro-

gram Directors That Sell, June 1984). 
Ever since my first days as a PD 

I have been re-enforcing this 
thought, and each time I've gone 
out with a salesperson, the pro-
gramming has been clarified well 
enough for the client to sign on 
the dotted line. 
I'm tiredof the age- old"Program-

ming vs. Sales" argument. (And 
vice versa). Radio is a two-way 
street and if the two departments 
can't work together—then back up— 
because something's going to blow! 

In my opinion, both departments 
need to work hand in hand. With-
out programming backing sales, 
and sales understanding the effect 
programming has on the indi-
vidual market (with proper under-
standing of demographics) no one 
will be receiving any paychecks. 
We need to pull together. 
As a matter of fact, I have even 

taken to the streets as a solo effort. 
This provides me with background 
from the listeners themselves and 
a record of 10 - 20% of our monthly 
billing. 
Thank you for an excellent arti-

cle and an exceptional magazine. 
It's truly needed in this business. 

Marilyn J. Rodgers 
Program Director 

WUWU-FM 
West Seneca, NY 

The RADIO ONLY editorial staff 
invites any letters, comments, 
suggestions and criticisms our 
readers have regarding the 
magazine. Please forward your 
remarks to RADIO ONLY, 1930 
E. Marlton Pike, Suite S-93, 
Cherry Hill, NI 08003-4210. 
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# 3 in a series:  

How to use research 
to increase profits 

Strategic Radio Research's music research studies 
can keep your audience listening longer 

E
ncouraging your audience to 
listen longer is the key to in-
creasing your radio station's 
profitability. 

You've already got an audience. If 
you can increase the duration of listen-
ing you receive from each listener, 
you'll have an Average-Quarter-Hour 
audience that you can sell at premium 
rates. 

That's what music research can do for 
you: By helping you keep your listeners 
longer, it helps you make more money. 

Three key findings 

In doing music research, you want to 
see three key findings for each song you 
test: 

1. Familiarity. What percentage of 
your target audience is familiar with the 
song? 

2. Popularity. Of the individuals 
who are familiar with the song, do they 
like it or dislike it? How strongly? 

3. Fatigue. Has the song been over-
played in your market? (You want to 
know when a song becomes "burned 
out" among your listeners.) 

Six crucial steps for 
effective music research 

Strategic Radio Research suggests 
that you follow these six guidelines: 

1. Play hooks. If your listeners don't 
actually hear the songs you're testing, 
you will not get reliable reactions from 
them. 

Weekly 
professional 
research 

Weekly 
in-house 
research 

Auditorium 
music 
testing 

Useful Useful Provides Easy Marketing 
For For Demo To Questions 

Oldies Currents Breakouts Administer Possible 

• • • • • 

• • • • 

• • • • 

Whether you want an in-house operation or just a report on your desk, and 
whether you want findings weekly or quarterly, Strategic Radio Research has a 
research design that is appropriate for your needs. 
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Strategic Radio Research's music research report is 
the most sophisticated in the industry. In the sample 
output shown abo%e, key findings are in the upper 
left-hand corner of the page. Bar graphs show the dis-
tribution of responses and the demographic appeal of 
the song. 

2. Use a good sample. Your find-
ings are only as good as the respondents 
you interview. They must be representa-
tive of your target audience. Bad 
recruiting leads to bad findings. 

3. Don't test brand-new music. 
You don't actually want respondents to 
rate hooks; the hook merely establishes 
which song you're asking about. 
There's no point in testing a song that 
listeners haven't yet heard. 

4. Use graphics. 
Bar graphs of findings 
are easier for you to 
understand than rows 
and columns of raw 
data. 

S. Study trends. 
Particularly with cur-
rent music, don't just 
look at a single 
finding; compare this 
week's scores to pre-
vious scores. 

6. Ask marketing 
questions. If you're 
doing audience re-
search, take full 
advantage of it: Learn 

about perceptions of your radio station. 
Evaluate the effectiveness of your 
advertising. Study the lifestyles of your 
target audience. 

Three research designs 

At Strategic Radio Research there are 
three different research designs avail-
able for data collection: 

1. Weekly professional research. 
Strategic Radio Research can test 30 
songs for you each week from our Chi-
cago phone center. This is the easiest, 
most professional way to get high-
quality music research. 

2. Weekly in-house music re-
search. We design the operation and 
process the data, but your part-time em-
ployees conduct the actual interviews 
for significant cost savings. 

3. Auditorium music testing. If you 
need to test an entire music library 
quickly, this is your best bet. Members 
of your target audience rate up to 400 
songs in a single session. (This may 
sound fatiguing. In fact, most partici-
pants find the experience to be stimulat-
ing and enjoyable.) 

Call or write u‘ 
for more information 

Music research will help you increase 
your Time-Spent-Listening. and there-
fore improve your Average-Quarter-
Hour audience, and therefore increase 
your revenues and profits. 
To get started, call or write Kurt Han-

son or Jay Blackburn at Strategic Radio 
Research today. 

STRATEGIC 
RADIO 
RESEARCH 
655 W. Irving Park at Lake Shore Drive 
Chicago, IL 60613 

(312) 883-4400 
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Perry Ury 

How to Keep a Station on Top 
The elements that make WTIC-AMIFM, Hartford 
and two in their market. 

WTIC-AM/FM, Hartford Presi-
dent/General Manager Perry Ury 
didn't just get the opportunity to 
inherit a number one station when 
he joined WTIC as VP/Sales in 1977. 
As it turned out Ury started 

with the station when WTIC-AM 
was 20 percent into an "evolu-
tion" to become more modern and 
up-to-date and WTIC-FM was a 
classical station. 
What happened later helps tell 

the story of why Ury is considered 
to be eminently qualified to ad-
dress the problems of keeping a 
radio station on top. 
WTIC-AM successfully made the 

transition. WTIC-FM, at the urging 
of the then 70-year-old owner 
Leonard J. Patricelli, switched to 
rock. But first it fought local class-
ical music groups challenging the 
station's right to make the switch. 
Consultant Mike Joseph was hired 
and the station began with a heavy 
teen listener orientation. 
Now, WTIC-AM is number one 

12+ with a 21.1 share. And WTIC-
FM is number two 12 + with an 
11.5. Most analysts agree the 11.5 
is strong enough to be number one 
in most markets where there 
didn't already exist a WTIC-AM. 

Here's how Ury brings the im-
portant elements together. 
• Hire quality people. Look at 

not only the track record, but the 
environment the station will pro-
vide the person with. It's desirable 
to look for people who are highly 
motivated themselves and who 
can motivate others. 
Hiring is 30 percent instinct, 30 

percent mechanics and perhaps 30 
percent luck, with 10 percent re-
maining unknown. 
Ury doesn't like t6 hire people 

in his own image. "You'll get a lot 
of yeses and a lot of failure ." Vive 
la différence! 
Programmers are desirable when 

they are research-oriented. The 
station's hiring philosophy has to 
be, "I can only keep him or her in 

number one 

the market for a couple of years, 
then a good person will probably 
move on and up." 
• Research the market and audi-

ence. WTIC's research budget is 
in the six figures. It's ongoing and 
includes music, advertising, and 
listener attitudes toward on-air 
personalities. A major study is 
done regularly once a year. Since 
the slightest move by a competitor 
can affect a dominant station's au-
dience, two or three competitors 
making small moves can add up 
to big trouble. 

WTIC-AM FM, Hartford President GM Perry Ury 

Research should cater to the real 
partisan station listeners, not the 
occasional samplers. Some research-
ers believe 20 percent of any suc-
cessful station's listeners are re-
sponsible for 80 percent of the re-
ported listening. 

• Pay attention to details. Pro-
gramming people work best when 
they are encouraged to try new 
things. WTIC conducted a focus 
group recently and at its conclusion 
asked what kind of a car listeners 
would like to win in a contest. The 
respondents' dream car was a Mer-

cedes Benz. On June 20, WTIC gave 
away a $44,000 Mercedes. 

• Add meaning to community 
involvement. The advantage is 
that it has a lot of opportunities 
to find and covet important com-
munity promotional events like 
WTIC-AM's coverage of the Greater 
Hartford Open. 
But WTIC-FM recently did the 

"Great American Egg Drop" where 
it dropped eggs from the top of a 
26-story building and 10 finalists 
competed for $ 1,000 by trying to 
catch them unbroken. One won 
(using a fish net). Four celebrities 
got eggs for charity donations. TV 
stations covered it. 

• Cultivate longevity in morn-
ing drive. Ury never denies WTIC-
AM's first natural asset is 50-year-
old morning personality Bob 
Steele. His show gets a 35.9 share 
12 + in the most recent Arbitron 
(fall, 1983). But, WTIC-FM's 
morning drive personality Gary 
Craig (of 21/2 years) is number two 
with a 10.4. 
• Evolve slowly. Successful 

stations do better when they 
evolve without abrupt change. 
The best approach is to continue 
to grow constantly—freshen up. 
Some of the giant AM stations that 
are beginning to see audience ero-
sion may not be evolving at all. 

• Pay what people are worth. 
Ury's rule: "Ask what it would 
cost to replace top talent based on 
the station's billing and ask is it 
worth it to acquire cheaper talent." 
And a humbling thought: "The suc-
cessful station is bigger than any of 
us, including the management." 
• Accentuate sales training. 

WTIC-AM/FM have two separate 
sales staffs totaling 15 people. One 
person, Bob Dunn, is in charge of 
sales training. The winning philos-
ophy: "Good salespeople pay." 
Regular and continuing on-site 
training is a must. 

Perry Ury suggests that a win-
ning radio station is easy to spot 
off the air as well as on. He be-
lieves, "You can sit in the lobby 
and within minutes tell whether 
people are winning or losing." 
The best GMs have that "second 

sense" first. In 
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Cover Story 

Money-Making Ideas From 
The Nation's Top Consultants  
More positive sales ideas that we working for stations now. 

pating in a 
mate that sees stations competing 
more with other media than with 
each other. 
RADIO ONLY asked some of the 

nation's well-known and best qual-
ified sales consultants to share their 
ideas. Here's what they told us. 

he latest trends 
in selling re-
volve around 

creating off-air 
events, imple-

menting 
psychological 

strategy in deal-
ing with potential 

clients, and partici-
changing business cli-

Off-the-air involvement. 
A frequent complaint against 

radio stations is the limited number 
of spot availabilities to sell to po-
tential advertisers. FM stations are 
particularly limited, many times 
running a maximum of ten com-
mercial minutes per hour. Some 
formats are even more restrictive, 
such as beautiful music, where the 
spot load could be considerably less. 
A growing trend is to sell off-air 

events with on-air rotating spot 
schedules. This approach was in-
troduced in the June, 1984 issue 
of RADIO ONLY (How to Increase 
Local Sales in Two Months). But 

more is being learned about why 
this method is consistently so ef-
fective. 

In a nutshell, radio stations 
create off-air events, staged at 
shopping malls, which are keyed 
into hot consumer and advertiser 
areas such as computers, cameras, 
automobiles, etc. 

Advertisers are asked to buy 
four-week spot schedules and, for 
their on-air involvement, receive 
a booth at the off-air event. The 
event usually lasts for two days 
over the weekend. For participat-
ing advertisers, when the spots run 
or what they cost is less important 
than the perceived value. 
The direct face-to-face response 

and sales that result make the 
event worthwhile and tangible for 
participants. 
Some stations like ICNDC, Phoenix 

spend time brainstorming for new 
and interesting ideas that can be 
packaged for sale. What's being 
discovered is that radio is becom-
ing a packaged goods medium. 

In other areas of merchandising 
packaging is becoming increas-
ingly important. A hidden reason 
is that these programs can rarely 
be approved by media buyers. The 
decision-maker is most likely to 
give the OK. For example, ABC sells 
Olympic participation to advertis-
ers—not through media buyers— 
but direct to decision-makers. 
The business world is rapidly 

converting to a package-oriented 
society although the radio indus-
try for the most part has not been 
cognizant of this fact. 
Coca-Cola originated and is now 

expertly packaging deals with radio 
stations. 
This summer Coke is offering 

some stations a chance to join it 
in promoting state fairs. The sta-
tion is plugged on the sides of the 
Coca-Cola cans and there is a 
coupon for a dollar off the state 
fair admission price. The station 
in each market cross-promotes 
Coke and the state fair. This exam-
ple of superb marketing it sells 
soft drinks, state fairs and radio 
stations) is the wave of the future. 
Coke thought of this one. Radio 
stations looking to increase sales 
will be thinking of the next pack-
aging innovation to captivate ad-
vertisers and inspire them to be-
come more involved with local 
radio stations. 
Some hints about event or pack-

age-oriented selling can make 
even bigger differences to the bot-
tom line. Stations moving toward 
this approach should use it to at-
tract "never-before-on-air" adver-
tisers rather than to renew old ac-
counts. The object is to write new 
business (not old) and more busi-
ness (not the equal amount of last 
time's campaign). Skillfully exe-
cuted, the sales staff courts new 
advertisers or account categories 
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Cover Story 

not already on the air at that par-
ticular station. 

Steal from other competitors 
before radio. 

Every sales manager who pur-
chases media-monitor sales reports 
on other stations in his or her market 
should realize how senseless this 
practice is by just reviewing what 
happens every Sunday morning. 
Once a week, without fail, he or 

she risks getting a hernia carrying 
the Sunday paper into the house. 
The paper is loaded with advertis-
ing, most of which is not aired on 
the sales manager's own radio sta-
tion. Yet, radio is obsessed with 
stealing advertisers (or more of the 
advertising budget) from other 
radio stations. 

It is now being discovered that 
one of the characteristics of sta-
tions that are highly profitable is 
their ability to recruit new busi-
ness—not simply steal accounts 
from other stations in the market. 
The U.S. population growth has 

ebbed. But the FCC is creating 
more radio stations. Cable created 
MTV (Music Television). Local 
newspapers have been outper-
forming radio as an industry for 
years due to their ability to court 
and satisfy local retail accounts. 
With more stations in a market, 
radio stations will be competing 
with each other more than ever. 
The only way to survive is to raid 
the other media. 
This is the same problem mar-

keters are having nationwide. 
We've quit growing as a society so 
we have to find new ways to steal 
billing away from competitors. 
The best approach seems to be 

to take a lesson from newspapers. 
Their salespeople are retail adver-
tising experts. Radio stations 
which wish to cash in on this ex-
pertise will want to learn more 
about the retailer. 
Too frequently radio salespeople 

believe they are too sophisticated 
for the retailers and they are not 
interested enough to listen to or un-
derstand retailer's problems. 
Another complaint is that radio 

salespeople wait until it is too late 

to ask for upcoming selling-season 
budgets and as a result, the news-
paper salesperson gets the big order. 
One solution: Work as far ahead as 
the retailer does in order to help plan 
his or her advertising campaigns. 

It takes a strong leader, such as 
a general manager or sales man-
ager, to reorient a station's direc-
tion. Just trying to be more sym-
pathetic with the retailer is not 
enough. Working ahead helps but 
will not replace better service, 
more contact, a better understand-
ing of the retailer's problems. 
Tomorrow's off-air event may 

come as a result of needs that re-
tailers articulate. For example, 
with the computer industry be-
coming more competitive and 
with prices being slashed (at IBM's 
lead), radio stations have a credible 
calling card to approach the local 
computer dealer (who is trying to 
figure out what to do and probably 
will turn to newspaper advertising 
when its representative walks in 
with a well-thought-out solution). 

For the station that wants to sell 
more like the newspapers do suc-
cess will take strong leadership di-
rection from the top, a re-educa-
tion process, hiring some news-
paper salespeople to work for the 
radio station, and someone's ef-
forts in the local library poring 
over microfilm editions of the past 
year's newspaper ads. 
As it turns out, newspapers suc-

cessfully return advertisers again 
and again on a seasonal basis. 
Smart radio stations will cancel 
the media monitors and start 
tracking retail advertisers. 
One consultant suggests that 

stations can build spec spots from 
copy that a retailer ran in the local 
newspaper last Christmas, for 
example, for a pitch this holiday 
season. 

Screen potential advertisers 
before they screen you. 
Author Richard Nelson Bolles 

who wrote What Color Is Your 
Parachute tells job applicants to 
screen prospective employers be-
fore they screen you. Then, you 
can choose to reject the company 

if you decide you don't like it or 
cannot work for it. 
The same approach appears to be 

working in radio. Since rejection 
is synonymous with the sales pro-
fession, one skill that can help sta-
tion representatives to manage re-
jection is to screen advertisers be-
fore they screen you. Here's an 
example: 
The owner of a local car dealer-

ship had just hired a new general 
manager from out of town. The 
new GM had cancelled all adver-
tising. One station was spared be-
cause the leadership didn't adver-
tise with it anyway. 
The new GM had decided to call 

in every media and give each rep 
20 minutes to re-sell him. The 
seventh presentation was con-
ducted by the radio station we're 
talking about. 

After a handshake and fairly gruff 
hello, the GM took control. "Well, 
show me your ratings," he said. 

"I never bring them on the first 
call," was the salesperson's reply. 

"Give me the rate card, then," 
he demanded. 

"I didn't bring that either." 
"How are you going to sell me 

on your station?" 
"I'm not sure you should be on 

our station," was the surprising 
reply. 
The GM's gruff attitude, at least 

in this case, was replaced by one 
of curiosity. He was even starting 
to relax. 

So, the salesperson continued by 
saying, "And, I won't know if our 
station and our audience is right 
for you until I know more about 
you, your goals for the dealership 
and your attitudes about advertis-
ing. Then, I can make an intelligent 
presentation of our rates and rat-
ings. And what is more important, 
I can sell you ideas as well as spots. 
Does that make any sense?" 
The GM nodded. 
"By the way, have you had a lot 

of intelligent presentations from 
the other reps today?" inquired 
the salesperson. 

"It's been the most boring day 
of my life," was the exaggerated 
response. 
"Then let's spend the rest of our 

time today discussing your busi-
ness, and when I come back, I'll be 
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9f; Tulsa-based consultant is president o Greenwood Development Programs. 
After a full tour of radio duty including group 
ownership, he became head of Department of 
Communications at the University of Tulsa where 
he retired in 1979. Greenwood now specializes 
in training broadcast managers, sales managers 
and salespeople. 

able to give you a more intelligent 
presentation based on your needs." 
The salesperson got out his 

notes and continued the inter-
view. The advertiser went on to 
be one of the salesperson's best 
clients. 
This technique gives some much 

needed control in the cold call 
stages. It sets the station salesper-
son apart from the others. The idea 
is to gather information that will 
put the salesperson in a better posi-
tion to bring ideas to his or her 
client. 
Consultants advise not to let ad-

vertisers put the salesperson on 
the defensive by getting him or her 
to talk rates or ratings until it has 
been decided that the station can 
help sell the merchandise. 
While it is true that some radio 

salespeople will sell anything to 
anybody, this approach is not 
client-centered and does not gen-
erally produce long-lasting and 
prosperous relationships. 

Talk price early in 
the presentation. 

As mentioned earlier, some of 
the best ways to make more 
money is to understand the 
psychology of selling. That's why 
some consultants advise: Talk 
price early. 
There are at least two good 

reasons for this approach. One, 

you position the sales call as an 
important one and gain control 
early. Many salespeople report 
that a client will grab a written 
presentation away from them and 
turn to the back page to see the 
price anyway. By discussing price 
up front, the attention is focused 
on the features and benefits of the 
presentation. 
Talking price first also gives the 

incentive to prepare a better pre-
sentation. It causes the salesper-
son to edit the presentation and 
fill it with good information. 

Here's what some consultants 
recommend: 
"At the end of this 15-minute 

presentation, I'm going to ask you 
to invest $ 1,000 per week on my 
radio station The rest of this pre-
sentation is filled with ideas and 
evidence that justifies that kind of 
investment. If you like the ideas I 
present, is there any reason you 
cannot make the decision to act 
on this today?" 

If the client says he or she can 
make a decision, continue with 
the presentation. If he or she can-
not make a decision, probe and 
find out what has to take place be-
fore a decision can be made. The 
thinking is to try to get things in 
place before proceeding. 

It is also suggested that sales-
people put a high price up front. 
They can always come down later, 
but it's hard to go up after stating 
a lower price. 

Using the magic words. 
"I can spend all my creativity 

trying to sell you advertising or 
trying to sell your merchandise to 
my listeners. Which do you pre-
fer?" This is a powerful presenta-
tion that can be used to develop 
stronger relationships with 
clients. 
There is a rule of thumb that 

claims you should believe it before 
you say it. And it should be said 
with conviction by the salesper-
son in his or her own words. 

"Every week I call on you. There 
are three things we can discuss. 
We can discuss where you are 
going to advertise, if you are going 

fyde heads his own firm, The AdVistny 
Board, Inc., in Madison, Wisconsin and 

conducts advertising and sales seminars 
nationwide. In addition, he offers pint and 
broadcast advertising services for his clients. He 
has written How to Write Selling Copy, an 
audio cassette program. 

to advertise, or what you are going 
to say. 

"I'm a good salesperson, but I'm 
also a good advertising person. 
You will benefit more from the 
time we spend together if we can 
talk about what you want to say, 
about ideas to sell your products 
and services. 
"Then if we come up with good 

ideas, we can talk about where to 
advertise and how much to spend. 
I handle 30 major accounts. I want 
you to be one of them. I have about 
11/2 hours each week to spend on 
your account. I want to spend 
more time selling your business 
to my listeners than selling you 
advertising. 
"The sooner you commit to a 

schedule, the sooner I can spend 
my time and creativity to sell for 
you instead of just selling to you." 
There are no quick-fix solutions 

to sustained sales growth, but the 
concensus among the nation's top 
sales consultants seems to be that 
the days of selling spots are over. 

In the past, local station sales 
executives have agreed, but failed 
to act. Increasingly, station after 
station is regearing for a new ap-
proach to selling that in many ways 
is alien to the past, but soon will 
be the standard of the future. 
—By Ken Greenwood, president of Tulsa, 
OK-based Greenwood Development Pro-
grams Inc., a sales consultancy firm 
—By Chris Lytle, president of Madison, 
WI-based The AdVisory Board, Inc., a 
sales consulting firm 
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Churchill Productions welcomes New Orleans' WLTS "Light 

Rock, Less Talk': the most recent station to introduce our highly 
successful RADIO ONE R Adult Contemporary format. 

RADIO ONE wins in market after market across America. 
It's the fastest growing Adult Contemporary format. Call 

Churchill Productions at (602) 264-3331 for information on how 
it can "light" up your market. 
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Churchill Productions 

1130 E. Missouri/Suite 800/Phoenix, Arizona 85014 , ( 602) 264-3331 



Radio Programming 

The Growing Trend Toward 
Outside Music Research 
What careful stations are doing before they 
music testing company. 

One of the most important com-
ponents of a station's ratings suc-
cess is the music it plays. Some 
programmers still resist it, but the 
winning stations are generally 
ones which are carefully research-
ing their music. 

Successful radio programming 
in the 80s is partly an art, partly 
a science. Part of that science in-
volves the application of scientific 
research principles in choosing 
which songs to play. 

In a few situations, stations 
have enough in-house expertise to 
set up their own music research. 
Most don't. Even some which do 
have gone outside; witness Dave 
Martin's recent decision to do so 
with the Doubleday stations. 
Day to day, what programmers 

need to know about the music is: 
a. Familiarity or recognition. 
b. Popularity or like/dislike. 
c. Fatigue or burnout. 
The most accepted ways to re-

search these questions are call-
outs and auditorium-testing. 

Call-outs are a form of tele-
phone research. People are called 
in some more or less random fash-
ion and are asked their reactions 
to anywhere from fifteen to forty 
songs. Those are the reactions 
which are tabulated weekly. 

Practices differ. But people con-
tacted are usually listeners to the 
station or the format, often within 
specific age groups, and some-
times also screened to meet other 
requirements. 
While some in-house systems 

may read lists of titles for the re-
spondents to rate, professional re-
searchers prefer to play a brief 
taped portion of the song. 

Stations may pay anywhere from 
$25,000 to $60,000 per year for such 
services. 
What do you get when you cross a 

focus group with call-out research? 
Auditorium testing. 

Instead of a dozen people in a 
focus group, 50 or 100 or more may 

hire a 

be gathered for an auditorium test. 
And instead of playing pieces of 
songs on the phone for someone 
to rate, they're played for a room-
ful to rate all at once. 
The selection of respondents 

can be approached the same as for 
call-outs. The major difference is 
the number of people and the 
number of songs-much higher in 

mous. If it weren't for competition 
among suppliers, the fees would 
be as out of line now as they were 
a few years ago. Today most profit 
margins are relatively thin. 
The table shows some representa-

tive quotes from a number of 
suppliers. Every company was asked 
to estimate a price for each of three 
representative configurations for 
auditorium-testing, and whether 
they provided call-out services. 

Per the fine print, don't take 
these as gospel. For that matter, it 
is wise to shop thoroughly. 

Further, other numbers should 
be questioned too. Anyone who 
claims to test twice as many songs 

Auditorium-Testing Quotes* Call-Out Availability** 
A B C 1 2 

Robert E. BaIon & 
Associates, Inc. 
512-327-7010 
Coleman Research 12,000 
214-385-3980 
FMR Associates 11,000 
602-886-5548 
Bob Harper's Company 6,000 
619-268-4497 
Landsman Media 7,500 
212-855-0444 

$ 7,500 $17,500 $27,000 no yes 

18,000 22,000 yes no 

16,000 25,000 no yes 

11,200 16,000 no no 

18,000 22,500 yes no 

Lund Consultants 
to Broadcast 
Management, Inc. 
415-692-7777 

7,500 12,000 35,000 no yes 

McNulty Research 
Associates 
602-886-6663 

10,000 15,000 20,000 no no 

MJM Research 5.000 
913-764-2620 
Smith and Company 7,000 
312-822-0123 
Strategic Radio Research 12,200 
312-883-4400 
Surrey Consulting 
& Research 
303-989-9980 

12,500 15,000 yes no 

14,000 19,500 yes yes 

19,500 32,500 yes no 

7,500 18,500 28,350 no no 

'Auditorium-Testing Quotes: 

A - Arbitrons smallest rated market (Casper, WY)- 300 
songs with one group of 100 people, screened 18-54 with 
no format preference. 

B - the #25 Arbitron market (Milwaukee-Racine)-600 
songs with two groups of 100 people each, all 18-49 AC 
listeners. 

C - the largest mega-market ( New York)-900 songs with 
three groups of 100 people each, all 18-34 CH R listeners. 

- Call-out Availability: 

1 - supplier does music call-outs by long distance. 

2 - supplier sets up for station to in-house call-outs; may 
or may not provide ongoing tabulation and analysis. 

This listing of suppliers is intended to give an overview only. Some firms were unwilling to cooperate in providing 
the requested information. Fora more comprehensive list of companies, the reader should see the March 1984 Directory 
issue of RADIO ONLY. 
Nor should the prices quoted be taken as final. Figures shown are estimates only, based on the current market. 

Changes in underlying variable costs can affect what the research supplier will charge for a given project. 

Furthermore, differences in the parameters (such as market size, sample size, and screening limitations)can affect 
the bid you may receive from any of these companies. 
Some prices do not include whatever travel and lodging may be required. For any supplier whose estimate was 

given as a range rather than a single figure, the higher number is shown here. 

each case than call-outs--which 
can be dealt with at one time. 

Stations may pay anywhere from 
upper-four to lower-five figures per 
group for a one-shot project. 

But the value of this info for a 
competitive station can be enor-

(per call or per auditorium test) as 
other firms do, for instance, may 
not be delivering valid data. More 
isn't necessarily better. 
Any manager new to such areas 

will want to contact several 
suppliers. MR: 
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Radio Programming 
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What to Consider Before 
Changing Formats 
Here's how some of the ration's programming consultants are 
becoming more cautious about format changes. 

It used to be that hiring a program 
consultant was synonymous with 
changing the station's format. 
Over the years consultants have 

been less predictable, and now 
there appears to be a trend away 
from radical format changes 
whether a station employs an out-
side consultant or not. 
Here's what is being learned: 

• There are too few format op-
tions. An increasing number of 
radio stations (at least a thousand 
more on the way thanks to the 
FCC and market fragmentation) 
make format switching more 
dangerous. Many markets have 
one or more stations doing exactly 
the same type of format, and when 
general competitors are consid-
ered, the options look pretty slim. 

• Some formats are out of the 
question. News is generally too 
expensive to air. Talk done locally 
takes expertise and talent and re-
quires producers and publicists. 

• Consultants are discovering 
the advantages of staying the 
same. It sometimes takes radio 
stations years to build up enough 
identity to tap a marketing advan-
tage. Sometimes even several 
years cannot bring the kind of rat-
ings a manager, group executive 
or owner demands. Some consul-
tants are realizing that they can 
improve the station by remaining 
the same. 
Most have been humbled by the 

fact that rarely, if ever, are even the 
brightest consultants switching for-
mats and rolling up high ratings 

quickly. Mike Joseph did it most 
recently with "Hot Hits," Burk-
hart/Abrams did it in the seventies 
with hit-oriented album rock and 
Jim Schulke did it in the early 
seventies with beautiful music. 

• Format switching costs money. 
Frequently, new air talent is hired 
(at higher prices), new salespeople 
are recruited (when some of the 
old ones resist the changes or can't 
fit in). Everything about a format 
change is costly. 

• Satellite formats are still being 
watched. Station executives will 
likely be the first to lead the stam-
pede to 24-hour satellite program-
mers who consistently bring in 
high ratings. Some have signifi-
cant ratings now, usually in small-
er markets. Satellite formats are 
inexpensive to operate and gener-
ally considered to be of high qual-
ity. Doubters want to see ratings 
in medium to large markets. Small-
er market owners are convinced 
when they see how their operating 
expenses go down and profit mar-
gins increase. 
With 9,000 commercial radio 

stations, increased competition 
from cable TV in youth demograph-
ics and ensuing media advertising 
wars, it appears there is a trend 
away from radical format changes 
which are not substantiated with 
research plus the availability of a 
unique and desirable position. In 
short, executives are finding it's 
quicker and more cost-effective to 
fix an existing format than change 
to a new one. In 

60-SECOND 

SEMINAR 

Tips on 
Changing 

  Formats 
Do's and don'ts as seen by 
the experts. 

Researchers and consultants 
suggest these procedures before 
any radio station abandons their 
present format: 
• Conduct a research project. It 

is better to spend the money up 
front than to waste many times 
more chasing a new direction. 
• Check out the ad market. 

Check to see the dollar availability 
for various formats. If a market is 
sustaining two rockers, three album 
rockers and one uptempo adult con-
temporary, is there enough money 
available for a challenger? 
• Ask, "Does the station have 

to be number one to make the 
change worthwhile?" If the an-
swer is yes, the station and company 
that owns it must be committed to 
spending a lot of money and waiting 
a long time to achieve the goal. Lis-
teners don't turn to any new station 
in an audience stampede. 
• Hire the best in the field that 

budgets can afford. If the research 
project indicates a format change 
is worth considering, the single 
most important decision is 
thought to be who is the best per-
son to make it happen. Answer? 
The best GM (it's not always the 
present one) and the best PD. 
• Consider a change which in-

volves a modification of the present 
format. When possible, this ap-
proach allows stations to retain 
enough present listeners from 
which to build a new base. 
• If a change is called for, change 

everything. When a format 
changes, the call letters should al-
most always change, the air staff 
should be different, the on-air 
fidelity should be modified, the 
news should be totally reworked. 

In short, the biggest mistake 
most stations make is to make a 
change when none is called for or 
to make a partial change where a 
new format is indicated. 
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HOW DOES YOUR GOLD STACK UP? 

Before answering, let SURREY ask your 
listeners. After all, their opinion is the one 
that matters to you most. 

Through SURREY's new A & 0 auditorium-
mode music test, you'll be able to determine 
listeners favorites and most familiar songs, 
as well as those they're least tired of 
hearing. In-depth information will highlight 
station preference, cuming behavior and 
life-style characteristics of these listeners. 

SURREY's A & 0 music series—"A" as in 
ALPHA, meaning beginning, "0" as in 
OMEGA, meaning end—really is everything 
you'll need in oldies information. 

Your results, which can be received in as 
short as two weeks following testing, will be 
presented in two parts. In the opening 
ALPHA phase, you'll be supplied six separate 
listings of all titles tested, broken down by 
male, female and combined scores, with 
three listings displayed alphabetically by 
title and the remaining three ranked by 
score. In the ranked-song segment, overall 
ratings will be color-coded to indicate the 
strength of each song's preference. 

In the concluding OMEGA phase, each title 
will be broken down by response categories, 
crosstabulated with various demo groups, 
their listening habits and other desired 
information. These categories will be 
determined by the client with as many as 
twelve categories allowed per title. 

To learn more about SURREY's new A & 
music series call now. (303) 989-9980. 

Once you've had a chance to become fully 
acquainted with this series we think you'll 
agree it really is the most complete concept 
in testing oldies available to radio today. 

VWO  A ll 

SURREY 

165 South Limon. SuIce 606. !Denver. Colorado 130228 



The Outbreak of 
Continuous Music Sweeps 
What stations are learning to make 

It seems there is barely a market 
left where at least one radio station 
isn't promising its listeners "twenty 
continuous minutes of music" or 
some reasonable facsimile. 
Music sweeps are not new to 

radio. Back in the top 40 battle 
days of the late sixties and seven-
ties, "non-commercial" and "6 in 
a row" strategies were common. 
The practice was widely criticized 

when program directors used to 
emphasize "less commercials" or 
"commercial free" programming. 
Competitors sometimes would 
run to local advertisers and try to 
raise a fuss. Nationally, most ad-
vertisers simply didn't care. Their 
involvement in radio is too fre-
quently limited to buying demo-
graphics, reach and frequency. 
Now, the continuous music ploy 

is being used as widely as ever, if 
not more. Here are some of the 
strategies successful programmers 
are using when they initiate con-
tinuous music sweeps. 
• Avoiding "copycat" sweeps. If 

the competition is offering their 
listeners" twenty continuous min-
utes of music," the more effec-
tive strategy is to offer more— 
perhaps "thirty continuous min-
utes." Matching the twenty is 
not good enough and doesn't 
distinguish the station from its 
competitors. In this case being 
equal isn't perceived as being better. 
• Remaining consistent. Sta-

tions promising listeners continu-
ous minutes of music should stick 
to that concept rather than alter-
nating with "here's the fifth of 
seven in a row." 
• Counting the music. For sta-

tions which emphasize counting 
the records in a row, some PDs 
have found that promising "at 
least" seven in a row (or whatever 
number) is a negative. It indicates 
that the station is not quite sure 
of the proposition. Some suggest 
either promising exactly what 
number is to be played or not saying 
how many are to be played in a row. 

o 

them more 
effective. 

This can be done quite simply by 
adding the running times to see if 
the total fits the music sweep 
available. 
• Refraining from "non-com-

mercial." The term "non-com-
mercial" sends out negative mes-
sages from a station that also relies 
on commercials to pay its bills. 
Listeners know "non-commercial" 
music sweep stations also play 
commericals. "Less commericals" 
used to be popular but isn't seen 
as a positive these days. The new 
approach is to accentuate the posi-
tive—" ...minutes of continuous 
music" not "less commercials and 
more music," etc. 
• Promoting upcoming hot art-

ists. Some programmers are find-
ing that promising continuous 
music sweeps is even more effec-
tive when the hottest artists of the 
week are included in the upcom-
ing sweep. Artists who will be 
singing "oldies" are not the same 
attraction as the five or six hot 
groups or artists of the day. 
• Never stopping the flow. Now 

programmers are realizing that 
slipping in even a ten-second sta-
tion or contest promo violates the 
music sweep promise. They are 
making sure that the music sweeps 
are kept intact by not interrupting 
with even minor intrusions (includ-
ing live on-air telephone contest 
calls over the intros of records). 
• Considering using jingles. 

Some PDs are testing whether 
special jingles can be cut for use 

in the music sweeps which actu-
ally refer to the continuous music 
feature. This allows the DJ to talk 
about something else other than 
the fact that the listener is hearing 
continuous music. Budget restric-
tions sometime prohibit buying 
these "extra" jingles, but stations 
heavily committed to the concept 
will be giving serious considera-
tion to continuous music jingles. 

Stations which are not getting 
the satisfactory listener response 
from continuous music sweeps 
may not be promoting them prop-
erly. Some stations devote out-
side, off-air promotion to the con-
cept. But, when a station decides 
to make room for continuous music 
sweeps the thinking is they should 
be prepared to make them a big 
deal, at least on the air. 
One little known way is to start 

a continuous music sweep and keep 
extending it as part of a planned, 
special promotion. It might start 
on Friday at 3 p.m. and the on-air 
DJ might keep getting permission 
to continue. By Monday, an ad in 
the paper might call attention to 
the music sweep that "went out 
of control." 
A contest angle can be added by 

having listeners guess the precise 
moment when it will end—for a 
significant prize. That listener's 
payoff might be a prize, but when 
interviewing the winner on the 
phone, the DJ might ask, "Would 
you like to start it up all over 
again?" Then let the listener 
launch the same length music 
sweep back-to-back. 
Even the press might be in-

terested in following this one. The 
station sales manager might say, 
"We hear clamoring by advertisers 
to get back on the air." In any case, 
the listeners' attention will be 
won and the station can then 
promise and deliver regular music 
sweeps using some of the positives 
mentioned here. 
The only new twist to this age-

old programming tactic is that for 
the first time programmers are 
finding that continuous music 
sweeps may not be worth doing if 
they are not promoted properly, 
conducted consistently, and 
guaranteed to be longer than those 
of the competing station. :11 
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Isn't it time you finally 
did something about 
your station's billing? 

11 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD HAVE 
PAM LONTOS' "BASICS OF BROADCASTING SELLING" VIDEO COURSE  

"Basics of Broadcast Selling" teaches 
• selling techniques that bring you 

money immediately and eliminates worry 
over budgets and bills. 

Olb Pam Lontos will teach your 
• salespeople the "How To's" and the 

"How Not To's" of selling those hard to get 
newspaper accounts. 

le Pam Lontos will give your newly-
V• hired salespeople the training to get 
them on the street selling professionally and 
making more sales in one week. 

4 Your station will have the "Basics of 
• Broadcast Selling" course in-house 

permanently which pays for itself the first 
month and continues to bring in billing month 
after month, free! 

5 Pam Lontos reveals the secrets of 
• how to sell with no "numbers." You 

don't HAVE to have low billing just because 
you have low ratings. 

G m 
Pam Lontos can increase your 
station's billing 300% to 500% the 

first month! "In the three days since we began 
the course, sales are up a whopping 

316% over average days!" Bill Bro, 
President, 94-X, WTXR-FM 

7 Pam Lontos will teach your . salespeople to be self-motivated. 
They will bring in SALES...not 
problems. 

8 You CAN reduce turnover! 
w (Each salesperson that leaves can 

cost you over $ 10,000). 

ra Pam Lontos will train your entire 
• sales staff to close more sales sooner. 

Wouldn't it be nice to close 7 out of every 
10 calls? "After viewing only 12 of the 16 
tapes, our billing shot up $36,000 in only 
tito days!" Robin Barbero, WTI? 

10 The first six sessions of this thirty 
• session course are on attitude, so 

not only can the course help sales, it can help 
EVERY department in your station! 

4 You'll receive a free cassette 
• by Pam Lontos on hiring 

broadcast salespeople if you are 
one of the first 33 decision makers 
to call (214) 341-1670. 

INDIVIDUAL 
VIDEO 

     SESSIONS 
1. Power in Your Mind 
2. Pam's Story 
3. Formula to Change Your Life 
4. Goal Setting 
5. Get Out of Your Comfort Zone 
6. Visualization Exercise 
7. Planning 
8. Prospecting 
9. Telephone Technique 

10. Emotional Rapport-How to Build Trust 
11. Find Client's Hot Button 
12. How to Eliminate Objections 
13. Guide Client to Answers You Want 
14. Sell Benefits 
15. Buying Signals & Body Language 

16. When to Close Sale 
17. What Are Trial Closes? 
18. Safe Question Close 
19. Assumptive Close 
20. Ben Franklin Close 

21. Physical Action Close 

22. Colombo-Close 
23. Impending Event Close 
24. Sharp Angle Close 

25. Summary Close 
26. Testimonial Close 

27. Should Have Done it 
Sooner Close 

28. Review of Entire Sales 

Course 
29. How to Sell Different 

Kinds of Buyers 
, 30. Role-Play with Sales 

people & Client from 
Start to Finish 

would recommend, 
Pam Lontos as The 

Best Broadcast Sales 
Trainer in America. Her 

video sales training 
course will create 

/ phenomenal increases and 
promote teamwork with the 
station's entire staff." 
John Tyler, ChairmanCEO 
Satellite Music Network, Inc. 

500% INCREASE...as sales 
manager of a radio station in Dallas, 
Pam was responsible for increasing 
sales 500% from $50,000 per month 
to $272,000 per month, in one year, 
even though there was no increase 
in rating (under a 2 share). 

liOnOnc. 

CALL PAM NOW AT (214) 680-2022, (214) 341-1670 OR WRITE: P.O. BOX 741387, DALLAS, TX 75374-1387 



Intiuduc 
AP NewsPower120 
Now you can break the AP news story you want 18 times faster. 
AP has its fastest breaking news story ever. Our NewsPower 1200. 
It delivers AP quality news and features at 1,200 words per 

minute, 18 times faster than the standard AP Radio Wire. 

Weather in a flash. 
Sports as soon as there's a score. 

NewsPower 1200 is so fast it can move sports 
scores the moment they happen. Dow Jones 
averages the minute the market closes. State 
and regional stories the second they break. 

And weather information comes to you 
directly from the National Weather 
Service! 

It delivers all the quality news 
programming radio stations expect 
from AP, on a system that's been fully 
researched, designed and tested 
to meet AP's exacting standards— 
and yours. 

program th 

Total control, 
even at this high speed. 

NewsPower 1200 also gives you 
total control over the categories of 
news you receive. 

And the volume of stories 
coming into your newsroom. 

You can get everything that's 
currently on the AP Radio Wire, or 
ections to your requirements. 

The news you need, when you need it. 
Every hour you'll get ready-to-air summaries 

of the top news stories, if that's what you want, in 
plenty of time for top of the hour newscasts. 

State and regional news moves well in advance 
of your busiest day parts. And AP's highly salable 
features arrive in a fresh morning drive package. 

Speed, selectivity and reliability— 
a powerful combination. 

If you're ready to get the weather faster, gain 
control over your news volume, and still keep the 
highest level of programming quality and salability— 
you're ready for AP NewsPower 1200. 

For more information call your local AP 
Broadcast Executive or Glenn Serafin, 
collect, at the Broadcast Services Division 
of The Associated Press. 202-955-7214. 

.41p 

Associated Press 
Broadcast Services. 
Without a doubt. 



How to Quickly Put Together 
A Written Presentation 
Here's how successful stations are using an easy-to-do 
"Six Page" format. 

Making the station's sales ad-
vantages easier to comprehend is 
perhaps the most compelling 
reason radio stations are turning 
to the written sales presentation. 

For all their advantages, there 
are also many disadvantages. One 
of them: The presentation may be 
too long and clients won't read all 
of it. Some station executives 
question the time it takes by both 
sales and clerical employees for 
putting it together. 
Now, an easier, but equally ef-

fective way is emerging. It's the 
"Six Page" written presentation— 
it may be a few more pages or one 
or two less. This approach is well 
worth studying and is not costly 
to produce either in time or money. 

Here's how it works. The sta-
tion's written presentation in-
cludes six points. (See charl page 20). 

1. The salesperson's under-
standing of the prospect's business. 

2. The station's acknowledge-
ment of the media the client may 
be using currently. 

3. The discovery of a problem 
the potential client can solve 
using radio in general and with 

your station specifically in mind. 

4. The station's proposed com-
mercial idea in taped and/or writ-
ten form. 

5. The proposed schedule com-
plete with start and stop dates. 

6. Summary and closing ques-
tion. 
Written presentations can be out-

lines of points the salesperson may 
want to cover. Obviously, it has to 
be custom-written. There is no 
room here for preprinted or 
"canned" material. 
Acceptable forms include sheets 

of paper bound together or a desk 
top easel. Write or type key points 
to be covered in outline form. By 
using key words or short phrases 
salespeople can control eye con-
tact with the potential client. 

It is not necessary to start the 
presentation with page one. Some 
salespeople would rather start by 
playing a spec tape and then move 
on to the written material. What 
matters is that there is something 
in black and white (and sometimes 
color) to make the concept more 
visual. 
By using an outline, the sales-

person can depart from the presen-
tation to field a question and then 
return to the outline without miss-
ing a beat. 
Some salespeople resist using a 

written presentation or a flip-card 
system because they feel more 
comfortable "winging it." These 
may be the very salespeople who 
turn in erratic performances. The 
prepared salesperson would likely 
welcome any tool that helps him 
or her present the station's advan-
tages in the best possible light. 
Writing the sales presentation is 

good for the sales executive. It re-
quires discipline to think of these 
six basic areas. It requires precise 
thought as to the client's needs. It 
helps eliminate "briefcase stuffing" 
where account execs, on their way 
to an appointment, pick up a rate 
card, personality profile, coverage 
map and other leave-behinds and 
stuff these in their briefcases for the 
hastily prepared presentation. 
Some stations are eliminating 

prepackaged sales kits and spend-
ing the money saved on word pro-
cessors and dictation equipment 
that help salespeople give custom 
service. 

It's not what's saved, but what 
is gained when a prospective client 
thinks "Nobody else works this 
hard for my business." 
The secret: It's not working 

hard, it's working smart. 

PRESENTATION PRIMER 

How to Start Writing Your Own Sales Proposals 
A good client-focused presentation concentrates 

on the potential client's problems. The presentation 
might address the following points: 
• How to sell more merchandise 
• How to reach more people 
• How to compete more aggressively 
• How to get more value from advertising 
• How to achieve more frequency against a target 
audience 

Salespeople report that time spent focusing their 
thoughts on a client's problems pays off. Anthony 
Allessandra, author of Non-Manipulative Selling, 
writes that prospects buy because they feel the 
salesperson understands them and their problems— 
not because a salesperson makes them understand 
all about his or her product or service. 
Some helpful hints: Use short phrases and speak 

from your flip cards. Try to avoid putting a lot of 
words on a flip-card presentation. Use yellow high-
lights and underline key points in different colors. 
Decide in advance on whether or not the time 

invested in writing the proposal is worth it. Fifteen 
minutes spent on a $ 10,000 order is obviously worth 
it. But the same time on a $300 sale may not be. 
Some sales managers create a product for the pur-

pose of allowing their salespeople to write a proposal 
and give the proposal in front of them several days 
later. Properly handled, it's a real learning experience. 

Sales managers object to salespeople spending 
time in the office, but preparing sales presentations 
like this can be dictated into pocket dictating 
machines in the car or at home. Then this informa-
tion can be edited from a secretary's rough draft to 
make it conform to size and space. 
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Contmued from page 19 

Typical Six-Page Presentation 

RE-POSITION DI-Y CAR WASHING 

us Educate Consumers About D-I-Y Dangers: 

1. D-I-Yers scratch paint when sand gets in sponges 

2. Dishwashing liquid leaves film 

3. D-I-Y takes more time 

• Sell Benefits of Jeff's Car Wash 

1. Speed: In and out in 10 minutes or 1/2 price 

2. Rain check: If it rains the day we wash 
your car we'll wash it again free 

2 

STRENGTHS OF 
CURRENT MEDIA PLAN 

Year Around: 
Weekly Newspaper - $1.00 off coupon 

Winter Only: 
Radio - TV 

• Satisfactory Response 
• Attracts Regular Customers 

111111111111111161,811111111111M111,111111;11111111ffle 

4. 

PROJECT D-I-Y 0-0-B 
(Put do-it-yourself car washes out of business) 

TRADE-IN SALE 
Trade in buckets, sponges for discounts. 

FOURTH OF JULY PROMO 
Wash red, white and blue cars for $ 1.00 off. 

RAIN CHECK 
Wash your car when it's dirty, not when it's sunny. 

Commercial Copy Idea 
We want to put the D-I-Y car wash out of 

business. This is Jeff Smith of Jeff's Car Wash. 
The do-it-yourself car wash in your driveway is 

our toughest competitor. Do-it-yourselfers, 
please be careful. Sand can get into sponges 

and scratch your paint. Regular soap often 
leaves a film. And untreated city water can 

leave tough mineral deposits on your car. Jeff's 
Car Wash uses a brushless car wash system 

with a specially formulated cleaning 
solution... our solution is made to strip tough 

road grime off of cars, not gravy off of china. 
If you manage a D-I-Y car wash in your 

driveway, you can't do it safer, faster, better or 
even cheaper than Jeff's Car Wash. Still just 

3.99 with your coupon. 

SCHEDULE 
Sun. Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. 

3 

PROBLEM: 
• Summer business down. 

• Do-it-yourselfers. 

D-I-Y is free. 

SOLUTION: 
• Jeff's car wash can do a better 

job than D-I-Y. 

um No other car wash ads in summer. 

  $400 PER WEEK INVESTMENT  
(1/2 your winter budget) 

II Compete against the garden house car washes. 

• Offer specific promotions to increase summer traffic. 

6 • Stay on people's minds all summer. 
• Get the jump on other full-service outlets for fall and winter. 
• Offer special incentives, rain check, promos, to make 

summer better. 
• Use radio to talk 
to people in cars. 

Build frequency 

on weekends: 

prime D-I-Y time. 

—By Chris Lytle, 
president of Madison, WI-

based The AdVisory 
Board, Inc., a sales 

consultancy firm 
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"Working with The Research 
Group gives us the winning 
edge:' 

"It's a tough battle these days for AM sta-
tions. We at KOMO believe in having all the 
tools, especially good research to help win the 
battle. We selected The Research Group from 
among a lot of other research companies. We 
chose them because of their expertise, their 
many successes, and the range of services that 
they offer. The results have been great. The 
Research Group has helped us to turn a good 
radio station into an even better one. Through 
their Strategic Market Studies, we were able to 
gain a real focus, a direction for the station. 
We developed our first strategic marketing 
plan. We identified the needs of our target au-
dience and designed a plan to "super serve" 
them. Our staff has done a wonderful job in 
executing our new marketing strategy. The 
Comprehensive Music Tests gave us the right 
songs to play for our listeners. And the results 
speak for themselves. KOMO is up from a 5.5, 
12 + to a 7.7 in the Winter Book, our highest 
12 + share in four years!' 
"Many AM stations still want to be all 

things to all people. However, the research 
showed us how to win by being all things to a 
certain segment of people . . . our realistic 
target listeners. Working with The Research 
Group is one of the best investments we've 
made in the long-term health and success of 
KOMO radio' 

Rich Robertson Ken Kohl 
General Manager Manager 

News and Programming 

In almost every field, there is a company that has earned a reputation as the leader. 

The Research Group 
Radio's Strategic Research Team 

2517 EASTLAKE AVENUE EAST • SEATTLE, WASHINGTON 98102 • (206)328-2993 



Quick Study on Retail Advertisers 
Here's what some concerned stations are doing 
salespeople about selling retail. 

Radio was outperformed by tele-
vision, newspapers and even direct 
mail when the figures were tallied 
for 1983 (as compared to 1982). 
Newspapers showed the biggest 

increase ( 17.1%), then television 
(15.0%). Direct mail was up 14.3%. 
Radio, although up, ( 11.1%) was 
the underachiever. 
Group executives are now ask-

ing general managers to squeeze 
more profit out of their stations 
while the conditions are right in 
the present economic recovery. 
Many are finding this hard to do. 

Initiating co-op programs takes 
at least one year before consis-
tently seeing positive results. And 
co-op can be expensive to adminis-
ter, frequently taking a full or part-
time person to handle the program. 
More and more stations are turn-

ing to retail to find new ways to 
increase station billing. To reap 
the benefit, here's what some sales 
managers are doing to strengthen 
their staffs' working knowledge of 
the retailing industry: 
• Conduct library research. 

Books like Retail Management 
Strategy edited by Rachman , Mod-
ern Retailing by Mason and Mayer, 

to teach their 

Learning Experiences in Retailing 
by Borgen and Retail Management 
by Redinbaugh are apparently the 
hot sources on this topic. 
Some managers are sending a 

salesperson to the library to copy 
excerpts or take out these books. 
Some stations buy them. 
• Have sales managers learn 

first. These leaders underscore and 
point out salient points so that 
other members of the sales staff 
note what is most important. 
• Require homework. Some 

sales managers ask each staff 
member to pick a relevant chapter 
and prepare a sales meeting based 
on the following: 

a. Key concepts defined. 
b. Important pages and charts 

that will help in understanding 
key concepts. 

c. Three discussion questions that 
will get the group talking about the 
application of the concepts to local 
retailers in the community. 
• Invite retailers to join sales 

meetings. Owners, buyers and 
merchandising managers are in-
vited to attend station sales meet-
ings and explain the key objectives 
of their jobs, the main goals of 

their company and the major chal-
lenges they face. 
• Make the learning process fun. 

At most stations almost everyone 
on the sales staff can learn to ben-
efit from a retail "quick study" 
program. When it is done by wav-
ing the carrot in front of the stick 
(carrot being—this knowledge will 
increase your commissions), most 
ambitious salespeople will listen 
attentively. Tests and the like are 
out. The real test is whether sta-
tion salespeople will write more 
retail business after learning to un-
derstand more about this unique 
marketing segment. 
• Call on group resources. Many 

times group operators have retail-
related sales problems at the 
majority of their stations but pos-
sess a talented individual who 
commands knowledge and is suc-
cessful in this area. These groups 
often find it worth their while to 
share the individual's expertise 
throughout the chain. If this re-
sults in increased retail billing, the 
groups will never miss the time 
their knowledgeable employee 
spends in the sales "classroom" 
rather than on the street. 
• Foster the "we're in this to-

gether" attitude. Salespeople are 
sometimes reluctant students. 
When it is emphasized that every-
one (including the sales manager) 
is learning together about retailing, 
then the participants generally be-
come more willing. 
• Ask a retired newspaper sales-

person to attend a radio sales 
meeting. Newspaper people are 
frequently more skilled at under-
standing the retailers' needs and 
problems than radio sales execs 
are. A retired newspaper person 
might be honored to tell his or her 
secrets to an assembled group of 
eager radio account executives. 
This can be done over more than 
one breakfast meeting! 
The idea is to increase the sta-

tion's working knowledge of retail-
ing before the competitors have a 
chance to do so. There is increasing 
evidence that the first step is an 
educational process that starts with 
the sales manager and the sales 
staff.—By Jim Hooker, a Schaumburg. IL-
based sales consultant 
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OVER 10,000/000 LISTENERS* 
and 150 STATIONS e2 V•F 

"Bonneville is Music to Our Ears" 

Effective - 150 stations... 
30 in the top 50 markets... 
10,000,000 listeners per week in the Anbitron rated markets. 

Delivers more listeners than all the other syndicated 
and locally produced, EASY LISTENING FORMAT stations combined. 

Keeping pace with America's taste in the 25-54 age group. 

Programmed by people with over 50 years in the music business and aided by the latest research. 

Coming July 30th - Bonneville's Ultra Format ... flexibility in programming, tailored for your 
station and your market. 

Let Bonneville's bottom line be music to your ears. 

Call Jim Opsitnik, President 

•Arbitron 12 + weekly cume, Monday Sunday, 6 AM to 12 Mid.. Fall 1983. 

BONNEVILLE BROADCASTING SYSTEM 
274 Country Road, Tenafly, NJ 07670 • 1-800-631-1600 



The Changing Attitude 
About Bonusing 
There is new evidence that is leading some executives to question 
whether this longtime ploy is still useful today. 

So many radio stations bonus 
their advertisers in order to lower 
their unit price and become more 
competitive that the practice is 
considered by some a standard 
sales tool. 
The grid rate card approach is 

also seen by some as an excuse for 
giving advertisers more commer-
cials for their money. The grid card 
invites bonusing. 
Radio certainly isn't the only in-

dustry that uses the bonus tactic, 
but with competition getting tighter 
and costs increasing, there are key 

radio executives who are now ques-
tioning whether bonusing is right 
for their stations. 
One approach is to bite the bul-

let and restructure the rate card so 
that it can be used with integrity. 
Some advertisers have so little re-
spect for a station's rates that they 
expect bonus spots. 
The new approach is to design 

a rate card which advertisers feel 
is as reasonable as the ones many 
stations have used to discount by 
bonusing. There are some who feel 
that resorting to bonusing is a sign 
that radio rates are too high. The 
truly successful and desirable station 
can get its rates from advertisers. 
The new thinking is that stations 
which can't substantiate their rates 
should re-examine whether the 
prices might be too high. 

Here's what seems to be de-
veloping: 
• Put more "play" into the rate 

card. Allow advertisers looking for 
bonus spots to buy more for what's 
on the card. 
• Take a firm stand against the 

practice. Unless the station 
foresees bonusing working to its 
advantage, the best approach is to 
show the cost-effectiveness of the 
advertiser's radio buy from the 
rate card. 
• Discourage rate dealing. Skill-

ful salespeople can redirect a 

buyer's desire to get more for the 
money by selling less desirable 
time slots at lower rates. 
• Outlaw 2- or 3-for- 1. Once an 

advertiser is used to receiving a 
multiple of 1 as a bonus, it is fre-
quently expected in the future. Set a 
new policy with a definite start date. 
• Ease previously bonused ad-

vertisers into the new policy. 
Perhaps the next sale will be the 
last one based on bonuses. An in-
telligent explanation of why the 
station is changing its policy is 
helpful at that time and not perilous 
to the next buy. It gives the buyer 
a chance to think about the station's 
reason for instituting the change. 
• Explain it the right way. Some 

stations which are planning to 
abandon bonusing are getting set 
to tell their advertisers who ques-

tion the move that "WXXX has 
been fortunate enough to experi-
ence genuine sustained accep-
tance in the community (or sus-
tained increase in listenership) 
which has made us reconsider the 
policy of giving away free spots. 
Our station thinks we can show 
you a way to buy frequency at a 
sensible price." 
• Back up reasons with evi-

dence. If the station says ratings 
have been increasing, prove it. If 
the station says acceptance has 
been growing, cite the number of 
new advertisers on-air within the 
past few months. This lends credi-
bility to the premise that "our sta-
tion's value has increased." 
• Emphasize the perceived value 

instead of the price. This is the key 
to getting advertisers to pay the 
station's rates without bonusing. 

Advertisers are willing to pay for 
what they think will be of value 
for them. 
A station always willing to 

bonus to get the order will not be 
able to close ranks as the competi-
tion increases to make a profit. 
Some sales experts believe that 

the first station in the market to 
stop the bonusing practice may 
not have it easy, but the last few 
caught trying to get back on the 
rate card after the others have done 
so will definitely have it tough. 

Either way, a new awareness of 
bonusing is emerging. Even for sta-
tions not willing to take the steps to 
eliminate the practice now, a grow-
ing number are becoming dissatis-
fied and concerned with whether or 
not bonusing still has a place in to-
morrow's radio station. I:1 
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TOLL FREE 
1-800-CASH-ADS 

One finger. 
That's all it takes to start 

earning your station its rightful 
share of more than 53 billion in 
surplus co-op funds now 
available for radio. 

All you have to do is dial our 
toll free number. From there, 
we'll show you how our 
unprecedented services can 
cost-efficiently help your station 
tap a wealth of co-op dollars 

without any of the traditional 
headaches. 
We provide computer 

printouts that offer complete 
and updated co-op plans for 
your retail clients. These reports 
give you everything you 
need to begin your co-op 
schedule. 

Reports inlcude exact 
accruals, customized scripts 
and all required paperwork. We 

even file the claims' All through 
our unique, new CASH (Co-
op Administrative and Sales 
Help) program. 
So put your finger to work 

and give us a call. We'll put 
you in touch with systems and 
services that will turn your 
station's co-op problems into 
co-op profits. 

UNITED STATES 
ADVERTISING SERVICE 

Box 8888 Amarillo, TX 79109 



What Stations Are Using to 
Close Sales 
New research reveals what station executives find is most helpful 
in getting the order. 

Every station has its own way 
of maximizing the sales effort. Some 
stations rely on ratings. Others sell 
ideas or economy. 
Until recently, radio executives 

could only guess at the most fre-
quently used tools for closing sales. 
While even the most popular may 
not work everywhere, here is a first 
look at what radio executives feel 
are some important sales tools. 
• Selling beyond the numbers. 

Overwhelmingly, (88.4%) radio 
executives feel there is more to 
getting the buy than ratings. This 
study took into account various 
size markets, some of which may 
not be as dependent on ratings as 
others. But the strong sentiment 
seems to be that something other 
than ratings was the most impor-
tant sales approach. 

• Information about program-
ming. A frequently neglected area 
is programming since many stations 
are obsessed with ratings. But this 
research shows a high percentage 
(82.0%) of those radio executives 
surveyed felt information about 
their stations' programming was an 
important aid in closing sales. 

• Arbitron ratings. There is no 
doubt that the majority of respon-
dents feel Arbitron ratings are an 
important closing tool ( 71.8% use 
them often or sometimes). No 
matter the market size, there is 
apparently evidence that ratings 
(in particular, Arbitron ratings) are 
very important to the sales effort. 

• Marketron and Tapscan break-
outs. An apparently growing num-
ber of respondents feel that the 
new reach and frequency (and other 
types of information) offered by 
companies such as Marketron and 
Tapscan are often valuable (21.3%) 
or sometimes useful (24.7%). This 
desire on the part of stations to in-
terpret the ratings for advertisers is 
evident here. 
• AID runs. While a decreasing 

number of executives report using 

Arbitron AID runs ( 14% said often, 
24.2% said sometimes), it's impor-
tant to note that AID runs are an 
additional expense beyond the 
subscriber's Arbitron contract. 
Even so, well over 30% found AID 
runs useful. 

• Birch ratings. Some 8.7% said 
Birch ratings were often used in 
closing sales ( 19.3% sometimes). 
Since this study was not fielded 
previously, there are no figures 
available to tell whether the 
results represent substantial 
growth. 

• Qualidata. Arbitron's qualita-
tive data service tested last among 
the sales closing techniques that 
executives felt were important 
(about 20% either use it often or 
sometimes). 

Aids Used in Closing Sales 
Question: "In selling accounts, how often does your station 
use each of the following to help close the sale? 

Information About Your Audience 
That Goes Beyond 'Numbers' 

Often 
Sometimes 
Almost Never 
Don't Know 'No Answer 

Raw Totals 

TOTAL MENTION 

88.4% 
10.7% 
0.4% 
0.4% 

N 450 

, Information About Your Programming 
,  

Often 
Sometimes 
, Almost Never 
Don't Know/No Answer 

Raw Totals 

Often 
Sometimes 
Almost Never 
Don't Know . No Answer 

Raw Totals 

TOTAL MENTION 

82.0% 
16.4% 
0.9% 
0.7% 

N -- 450 

Arbitron Ratings 

TOTAL MENTION 

40.9% 
30.9% 
27.8% 
0.4% 

N = 450 

Reach And Frequency Information As 
Generated By Marketron Or Tapscan 

Type Services 

Often 
Sometimes 
Almost Never 
Don't Know No Answer 

Raw Totals 

TOTAL MENTION 

21.3% 
24.7% 
50.9% 
3.1% 

N=450 

The Research Group, ExecutIve Survey, 
September 1983 

AID Runs 

Often 
Sometimes 
Almost Never 
Don't Know . No Answer 

Raw Totals 

Birch Ratings 

Often 
Sometimes 
Almost Never 
Don't Know/No Answer 

Raw Totals 

Oualidata 

Often 
Sometimes 
Almost Never 
Don't Know No Answer 

Raw Totals 

TOTAL MENTION 

14.0% 
24.2% 
57.3% 
4.4% 

TOTAL MENTION 

8.7% 
19.3% 
65.1% 
6.9% 

N - 450 

TOTAL MENTION 

5.3% 
13.1% 
74.2% 
7.3% 

N = 450 
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Reach virtually every radio station in the country each month with 
the industry's fastest-growing management publication, RADIO ONLY. 

Over 8 in 10 managers in America now read RADIO ONLY and of 
all industry publications, it is the most likely to be read on an every-issue 
basis (according to The Research Group Managers Study, 1984). 

Your ad can be targeted by subject matter for better reader visibility. 
Also, many of our advertisers get response from the FREE READER 

INFORMATION card. 
Here are some special issues in the months ahead. 

September 1984 

NAB/NRBA Convention 
Issue 

The big joint radio conference 
with on-site extra distribution. 
Many non-attending advertisers 
cash in on this issue as well. 

AD CLOSING AUGUST 15, 1984 

October 1984 November 1984 
él 

Radio Only 

How to Add 
$1,000 a Week 7 
in Extra Billing 

How Lag Can 
-Com cial F 
Work ? 

Semi-Annual Directory 
Post Convention Issue 

A 30-page section includes vital 
information on consultants, group 
owners, equipment manufacturers, 
networks/satellites, reps, researchers, 
brokers. Six month desk life. 

AD CLOSING SEPTEMBER 15, 1984 

For more information 
Call (609) 424-6800 

Radio Only 
What You Should Know 
About Radio's 2,000 
Potential New Competitors 

Syndication/Satellite 
A special report on what's new 

and important in syndication and 
satellite broadcasting. A logical 
way for advertisers to target this 
special lead to reach markets. 

AD CLOSING OCTOBER 15, 1984 

Advertise in RADIO ONLY. It has Reach. 



Quality Wins 
for WAIV-FM, Jacksonville: 

Transtar #1 in Adults. 
If you thought.satellite programming was only good for cutting ex-
penses, consider the network that wins: Transtar. 

In all market sizes and competitive environments, Transtar affiliates 
are enjoying strong ratings in highly desirable demographics...affiliates 
like WAIV in Jacksonville, the nation's 52nd largest market. WAN 
carries Transtar's 24-hour satellite Adult Contemporary product 19 
hours every day and on weekends...and they get the kind of numbers 
that make money. 

WAIV #1*with: 
Adults 25-49 
Adults 25-54 

The ratings improved the first month WAIV began programming 
with Transtar's Adult Contemporary; just one of the Transtar fami-
ly of quality formats designed...and proven...to win. 

I WANT TO WIN. TELL ME MORE 

NAME:  

STATION:  

ADDRESS:  

SEND TO: 620 SOUTH POINTE COURT, SUITE 185 

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80906 

MOI• i? 1.1 dMe. IMI. MIllil 1» r, ail Il 
,,, ..,, .... .., .... ....... ..,,.. .... IIIM1 «UM' 

-AM,  MI i 1 I I • NM . M . ,1••••... MI MOM -.III 

a M iMe IMM III IMIM —.71 OM\ 
OM Mi Ililar'—  M.M IMP.- AMP MU MR 1..• 

il limp MINIM,  OM nip" 

The Quality Satellite Network 

Or for more information and market availability, just call us at 
1800-654-3904 

*(Monday through Sunday 6 AM - 12 Mid. AQH Share Fall 83 Arbitron.) 



Ratings and Research 

Are Arbitron Audits Worth It? 
Many stations spend thousands to have their diaries examined. 
Here's how some are taking another look at the practice. 

It's called Post Survey Manage-
ment Analysis, but to radio execu-
tives it's known as the trip to 
Laurel, Maryland, to examine, in 
person, Arbitron listener diaries. 
Some managers find this a time-

consuming and frustrating task 
and prefer to hire an outside firm 
to do the "figure" work. There's 
no doubt that PSMAs, as they are 
sometimes called, have become a 
valuable tool, but at between 
$1,000 to $4,000 a survey, some sta-
tions are taking another close look 
at whether the diaries are really 
worth the expense. 
Among the better known com-

panies with long lists of happy 
clients are Jhan Hiber & As-
sociates, Custom Audience Con-
sultants, and Rantel Research. 
These companies make the trip to 
Laurel for their client stations, 
analyze the diaries and then com-
pile the data into a coherent report 
that attempts to give some reasons 
behind the ratings. 

Hiber's services include check-
ing the mechanicals against the 
diaries to search for errors—he 
says he nearly always finds places 
where a station was deprived of 
numbers it was entitled to. 
Unfortunately for most, finding 

out about it after the fact rarely 
means Arbitron will reissue the 
ratings report. This fact points out 
a relevant question—what good is 
the information at that late date? 
Most managers agree that it's 

impossible to get too much infor-
mation and that PSMAs are very 

educational, but they do find some 
drawbacks. 
The main objection is the cost— 

especially in smaller markets where 
PSMAs are viewed as luxuries. 
A more common problem is the 

time lag between the conclusion 
of the rating book and the date the 
information is made available. 
Even the finest consulting firm 
can't do much until Arbitron has 
all the material for it to look over. 
The result is delays of about six 

to eight weeks by which time some 
stations are already into their next 
rating period. So, if a format change 
is being considered, PSMAs will 
either delay the decision or the re-
sults will not be available in time 
to be a contributing factor. 

It appears that the types of sta-
tions that use PSMAs most are 
those with on-air rebuilding pro-
grams and those which are already 
number one. 
Adult contemporary clients seem 

to be more inclined than other for-
mats to avail themselves of PSMA 
studies. The country format is next, 
followed by album rock. 
One of the big concerns today 

at the radio station level is that 
stations are relying on too much 
research. For some stations, music 
research is too much research. 
Radio executives are dying hard 
when it comes to research—most 
realize they need it, but univer-
sally they resist it. 
The chief objection is that re-

search is replacing "gut feeling" 
in an industry which made its 

reputation by listening to its gut. 
Obviously, PSMAs are yet another 
type of research that sometimes-
reluctant station executives must 
factor into their decision-making 
process. Frankly, a good number 
of executives would rather not 
bother. 

Here's what some executives 
are doing about PSMAs. Increas-
ingly, stations are considering not 
buying PSMA reports after every 
rating period. Some find more 
value in ordering a comprehensive 
PSMA report every year or so. 
PSMAs can be valuable to sta-

tions which suspect they may 
have call letter or slogan con-
flicts—or where there appears to 
be confusion with other stations 
in the market. Once this is deter-
mined, station executives are 
making decisions to either change 
the call letters or the slogans. 
Then at some later time they test 
the diaries to see if the confusion 
has been eliminated. 

Jerry Lee's WEAZ-FM, Philadel-
phia used to be known as WDVR. 
A research study showed the call 
letters were confusing. Lee de-
cided to rename his station. Le-
gally, it is known as WEAZ-FM, 
but other than the one time an 
hour the station must air a legal 
ID, WEAZ is known as "Eazy 
101." Lee's check on listener 
diaries, after the last Arbitron had 
shown the station number one 
12 +, indicated that not one per-
son entered the call letters. The 
respondents all used either "Easy 
101" or the correct spelling "Eazy 
101." To Lee, this information was 
valuable. 
More and more PSMAs are being 

looked at as checkpoints with spe-
cific goals in mind. Stations are 
questioning whether they are as 
valuable when conducted after 
every rating period or even after 
every major rating period. 
With competition heating up 

and other types of research requir-
ing more of the station budget, 
PSMA diary studies are now ap-
pearing to take their place along-
side other useful station research. 
The big difference—PSMAs are 

being used now in a more selective 
manner.—By Donna Ha/per, a Boston-
based programming consultant 
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How 
Mini- BINGO® 

is Making 
Radio Stations. 
Lots of Money l 
and Increasing 

Listenership. 

It Works Everytime... 
Guaranteed! 

DICK CHAPIN, STUART BROADCASTING: "This is to 
advise that Mini- BINGO on our radio stations has 

been going quite well. We're probably going to 
repeat it later in the year. so I want to make sure 

that the markets and exclusivities 
are reserved for us." 

WILL JOHNSON, GSM, WTVL: "We have been playing 
Mini-BINGO now five ( 5) weeks and all I can say is 

"WOW". This is the most fun our listeners have ever 
had. We're the talk of the town. I'm sure the Spring 

'84 Arbitron will show the positive results 
of this promotion." 

MARK JOHNSON, GSM, KNCO: "No cash came out 
of our pocket to put on Mini-BINGO. It built our 

listenership and we ultimately got 61 sponsors on 
the air with Mini-BINGO. KNCO has generated the 

biggest January sales in our history." 

RICHARD LUMENELLO, GM WSLR: "This has been 
the best promotion we have ever run for both sales 

and programming. We're getting alot of press out 
of Mini-BINGO. It generated over $ 100,000 in sales 

and we're going to play it again this year." 

See for yourself how it works. 
Call collect for free package 

(503) 686-0248, or circle Mini-BINGO 
on the reader service card. 

In Canada, call Norm Clavir at 
(416) 438-3934 for more information. 

CO-SPONSORSHIP LOGO 

is opportunity to defray promotion costs 
while providing maximum visibility for 
key client. 

DIAL POSITION 

makes it easy for new listeners to find 
your station. 

CALL LETTERS/LOGO 

identifies your station on hundreds of 
thousands of Mini-billboards over a 12 
week promotion. 

COLOR CHANGES 

each week to guarantee repeat customer 
foot traffic in your sponsor's stores. 

BINGO 

is universally recognized and understood, 
so no new game rules to explain. 

WINNER VERIFICATION 

is absolutely positive with cross-
tabulation that allows no mistakes. Mini-
BINGO numbers have been computer 
generated to guarantee odds. 

RULES EXPLAIN 

prize structure and how winners may 
claim prizes 

GAME SCHEDULE 

makes it easier for more listeners to 
become winners. 

FREQUENCY 

during late-morning and mid-afternoon 
assure dramatically increased 
listenership when most inventory is 
available. 

ENTRY FORM 

insures readership of Sponsors ad space 
and provides opportunity for promotion-
minded stations to give additional 
chances to win with contest drawings each 
week and/or during 13th week wrap-up. 

ODDS AND ADDITIONAL RULES, 

as required by FTC, assure compliance 
with federal regulations. 

AD SPACE 

provides station additional opportunity to 
defray promotion costs. Perfect place for 
couponing-sponsor looking for target 
distribution to qualified shoppers. 

GRAND PRIZE DRAWING 

creates that extra Live Remote 
showmanship that only radio can do. 

ADDITIONAL AD SPACE 

to further maximize income from 
sponsor's seeking print/coupon 
exposure. Proven examples of stations 
receiving three times return on 
Mini-BINGO fee with Ad Space 
Sponsors alone. 

g ill% VERO BEACH FL, 
PT PIERCE FI. 

HMV' i05 FP« 
CONTINUOUS COUNTRY 

MUSIC 

Iv! INI 
BINGO ® 

IF TM( TIMOR( CIMS1 
It 01 Ided• o .1141 

4 26 31 51 75 
66 10 20 32 48 

15 18 FREE 
Sig 1/M 55 67 

2 28 37 58 74 
9 23 44 60 61 

0 .RFeVl ;Fie 

MuSI call WAVW ( 567- KICK) OR ( 465- KICK within 30 
minutes Prizes $ 10 per game $50 per day $250 per 
week Prizes not claimed are added to the nee game 
Duplicate winners share prize THIS CARD IS FREE. NO 
PURCHASE REQUIRED. valid only for week and color 
announced on air Available in approximately 16 outlets 
Promotion ends 6/8/84 

• ,RADF REVU RFC,,SM,FD U S 'WEN , 0,, 

PLAYAT:8 454 M 1045AM 1245PM 
2 45P M 445PM 5 GAMES DAILY MON-FRI 

ACTUAL SIZE 

GRASS VALLEY 
TAKE THIS CARD TO LONGS 

FOR WEEKLY PRIZE DRAWING 

$ GRAND PRIZE $ 

1 WEEK TRIP FOR 2 
$ TO HAWAII! $ 

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS BY 

ALL POINTS TRAVEL 
11784 OLD NEVADA CITY HIGHWAY 

GRASS VALLEY 272-7241 

11292 PLEASANT VALLEY ROAD 

PENN VALLEY 432-2311 

Make Your Next Call Vake You Voney! 



Marketing and Promotion 

Do Big Money Giveaways Work?  
The latest thinking on why so many stations are spending like never 
before to win ratings, including safeguards to observe before beginning. 

Radio stations appear to be out-
spending themselves lately if the 
spring Arbitron sweep is a repre-
sentative example. 
Tight competition, fragmenta-

tion of formats (especially youth-
oriented ones) and better compe-
tition from other media are mak-
ing some stations dig deeper into 
their promotional wallets. 

Increased promotional spending 
is back even though there is some 
disagreement as to whether such 
efforts actually help win ratings. 

Cecil Heftel is no stranger to 
giveaways, and giveaways are not 
new in Honolulu. Heftel did a 
$1,000,000 giveaway on KSSK, the 
AM he owns there. The station lit-
erally doubled its Arbitron share 
in the fall book. 
Can a market not even in the 

top 50 possibly be worth a million? 
It does seem extravagant. Some 
stations there have changed hands 
for less. 
But Jim Duncan's authoritative 

Radio Market Guide figures a 
share point in Honolulu is worth 
$134,235. KSSK had 8.1 in fall 
82...19.1 in fall 83. Easy math. 
Or ask Wally Clark. If you think 

Honolulu is easy, would you say 
the same about Los Angeles? 
Clark manages KIIS-FM, one of the 
legendary stations of the 80s. 

In the past three years their ratings 
have gone from the terrible 2's up 
to 7's and 8's. Here too, the promo-
tional investment was in digits. 
But they have not just "bought 

the book." They've bought format 
dominance, demographic domi-
nance, image dominance. And 
they've raised the cost of entry. 

Bill Tanner has convinced Metro-
media to gamble a million dollars 
on WASH-FM, Washington, D.C. 
Tanner's done a format change 
without a call letter change. 

For them the contest is the focus 
of massive attention-getting. Now 
listeners may realize it's a new sta-
tion. Soon, the spring book will 
give an early gauge of whether the 
strategy is starting to take hold. 

Many have dismissed the big 
money giveaway as ineffective. 

Since they're not for every station, 
here are several fundamental ques-
tions being asked before radio sta-
tions give away anything...whether 
a million dollars or a movie ticket: 

1. What are the marketing ob-
jectives of the activity? What are 
the goals? What is the station ex-
pecting to achieve? 

Perhaps to induce "trial" or 
"sampling" (cume tune-in), get-
ting new listeners to try the sta-
tion. Maybe to improve "brand 
loyalty" (quarter-hour mainte-
nance), getting current listeners to 
listen longer or more frequently. 

2. What is the cost/benefit 
ratio? How much extra will the 
activity cost vs. how much extra 
the station will benefit? 

Station executives are making 
sure to include all costs and every 
reasonable benefit. Then they 
compare that list to any alterna-
tive activities. 

3. How will the contest be sup-
ported promotionally? Thirty years 
ago in radio, "contest" and "pro-
motion" were synonymous. Now a 
contest can be a focus of promo-
tional activity, but not alone. 
Unless the station only wants 

current listeners to know about 
the contest, the support of outside 
advertising is needed. Why give 
away a million and keep it a secret? 

4. How does this contest (and 
prize or prizes) fit in the context 
of the market's history? Just as 
"commercial-free" has been worn 
out in some places, even a big-
bucks giveaway may be passé 
where it's already been overdone. 
Research may be able to tell how 

the station's target sees things. 
Have Reader's Digest mailers and 
the million-dollar state lotteries, 
for instance, turned any less of a 
cash prize into peanuts? 

5. How does this contest fit into 
the station's promotional flow? 

Even with unlimited resources, 
doing too many large-cash give-
aways would become a huge waste 
of money. 
An ongoing contesting effort 

should gear toward balancing big 
prizes and small. Alternating sim-
ple prizes (and money's the sim-
plest)...and the fancy, the creative, 
the imaginative. 

6. Most important of all, how's 
everything else? No contest of any 
magnitude is a good substitute for 
a good-sounding radio station. 

In fact, if promoting gets people 
to tune in to hear an ordinary sta-
tion, the station is worse off for 
the long run. Some listeners may 
put up with the station for a con-
test, but will leave when it's over. 
And probably make a mental note 

never to listen again. Then the next 
time a big promotion is done, they 
may not give the station the benefit 
of the doubt. 
This may be why some think that 

big giveaways don't work. Too 
many poorly positioned, poorly 
programmed, and otherwise poorly 
marketed stations have tried to save 
themselves with contests. 

If the whole effort fails, it's silly 
to blame just one element. But it's 
equally foolish to think that a big-
splash contest is necessarily the best 
move for a given station. 
When the mega-giveaway is not 

what the doctor ordered, some sta-
tions find those dollars are better 
spent in any of the following: 
Other promotion—especially a 

greater commitment to print, out-
door, and TV advertising. Some 
have done well with direct-mail. 

Still others would best redeploy 
their assets into direct improve-
ments. 
Radio executives, managers and 

programmers alike would like a 
simple rule of thumb to apply to the 
efficacy of big money giveaways. 

That's not likely since all the 
factors mentioned here contribute 
to the station's success or failure 
during the promotion. 
Without a careful examination 

of the station's objections the Big 
Money Giveaway threatens to 
turn into the Big Money Throwa-
way.—By James A. Smith, a Chicago-based 
research and programming consultant 
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BirchScan. A faster way 
for your station to 

get the sales it deserves. 
BirchScan turns numbers into 
pictures. You can increase sales by 
giving graphically compelling reasons 
why you should get the lion's share of 
a budget. Qualitative/Product Usage 
CPM's and Rankers, Radio Schedule 
Design, Cost Per Thousand 
Rank Comparisons, and 13 other 
remarkable programs let you 
maximize your story in the Birch Books. 

Sales materials cost money. On-
line "on-the-clock" services cost even 
more. BirchScan decreases cost by 
packing the power of a mainframe 
into a micro. You can "fish" for stories 
or let the computer do the fishing. 

Your costs stay the same,  
regardless of how much you use  
BirchScan. And if you're like all other 
BirchScan users, you can expect to 
use BirchScan all the time. 

Why wait? BirchScan saves you 
time! BirchScan is an  electronic 
Research Director that works all day, 
all night and on weekends. You'll  get 
the latest monthly and quarterly  
ratings in advance. So BirchScan can 
begin immediate analysis. To find the 
best stories and put them on the 
street first. 

BirchScan is a powerful revenue-
generating tool now available to Birch 
Radio subscribers. 

BirchScan gets you on 
more buys at a higher rate by 
demonstrating your strengths. It gets 
you on the street with the complete 
story days ahead of your competitors 
who have to wait for books and 
manually prepare sales pieces. 
BirchScan gives your programmers  
powerful tools for analyzing trends, 
audience flow and audience  
dimensions. 

For a free color brochure explaining 20 more reasons why your radio 
station should have BirchScan call 305-753-6043. 



Managing People 

Reporting to Your Boss 
Even in a communications industry, 
communicating with their superiors. 

Some managers are required to 
write weekly or monthly memos 
to their superiors. Some are not. 
The most communication that 

many executives have with their 
bosses occurs when something is 
wrong—and potentially unsolva-
ble in the short term. 
And, it's not just the bad news 

or problematic items that are neg-
lected. Good news is as frequently 
unreported as bad. 
Some companies are rethinking 

the way their employees report to 
their supervisors. In their estima-
tion, stiff, inflexible and periodic 
memos are not enough. Informal 
chatting is also insufficient. 
Now there is a new way being 

implemented that not only holds 
promise for the way executives re-
port to their bosses, but sets an 
effective role model for other em-
ployees as well. 
One of the oddities of the radio 

industry is that for a business 
which makes its living communi-
cating, most executives find it al-
most impossible to communicate 
effectively. Poor communications 
goes both ways — up and down the 
executive ladder. 
The industry will be hearing 

more about a fresh approach that 
allows executives to freely com-
municate with each other. The 
most impressive consideration is 
that executives who report to t 
bosses in an effective manner ar 
relatively free of rigid procedures. 
At the same time, they don't re 
on chitchat either. 
Among the changes: 
• Setting a time. This diffe 

with every boss. His or her tim 
restrictions may be different or 
may differ seasonally. First, the 
skillful executive discovers th 
best time to communicate. 
• Finding a way. Some bosses 

travel a lot and have time to rçakl 
while away from the office. There-
fore, they might like an update in 
writing. Others may be up to their 
ears in reading material and would 
rather speak phone-to-phone or 

radio executives have a hard time 
Here's what some are doing about it. 

face-to-face on a regular basis. This 
approach takes the same prepara-
tion as writing a memo. Most re-
porting executives would rather 
write memos because they don't 
have to face the boss or answer his 
or her questions or objections. But 
the most effective way is the way 
that suits the superior best. 
• Establishing the format. Radio 

people should be aware of the im-
portance of "format" and therefore 
should have an "agenda" for report-
ing to the boss. For instance, if the 
boss is dying to hear the sales fig-
ures for the period, lead with them. 
Otherwise, everything else may fall 
on deaf ears. After doing this on a 
regular basis, the executive begins 
to know what the boss considers 
important and what is not. 
• Knowing when to meet face-

to-face. Emergency meetings 
should be saved for legitimate 
emergencies. An insecure execu-
tive looking to lunch with the boss 
is just as likely as not to lose his 
or her job if the job isn't being done 
to the boss's satisfaction. Face-
to-face meetings are useful for 
emergencies unless the boss 
doesn't like this method. 
• The key to success—don't 

sell. Most superiors would rather 

have their key executives selling 
to someone else—not to them. 
The approach that is most fre-
quently appreciated is one charac-
terized by letting the boss in on 
what's happening—the positive as 
well as the problems. It's quite ob-
vious to some executives who try 
to ingratiate themselves to the 
boss that the boss will soon learn 
to discount the hype, the blue-sky 
predictions and the minimizing of 
potential problems. Bottom line: 
The boss wants to be clued in on 
the "real" lowdown at the station 
just like radio managers want the 
"real reading" of what their PDs 
are doing and how much their 
sales managers are selling. 
• Following the problems with 

possible solutions. Always present 
problems with a number of possi-
ble solutions. Even if the sugges-
tions aren't the ones the boss pre-
fers, he or she will certainly like 
an executive who doesn't just pre-
sent problems. Some executives 
are even asking their bosses to 
comment on any additional possi-
ble answers. But, the executive re-
tains the decision-making rights. 
That's what bosses respect. 
The changes that are beginning 

to take place also come with do's 
and don'ts. For example, an execu-
tive rarely reports to his or her boss 
in the company of others or on a 
speaker-phone hookup. The idea 
is to "clue the boss in" not scream 
the news out. 
Some use unique ways to com-

municate—a weekly phone call 
(with time limits to avoid wasting 
th boss's time) and then a monthly 

ssette (complete with the execu-
tive talking and sometimes the 
sound of the station or some audio 
to e the station come alive). 

ere is absolutely nothing an 
tive can hide when reporting 

to t boss that the boss won't 
eventually discover anyway. Bad 
news can only be camouflaged as 
good news for so long before the 
boss catches on, but one thing that 
ever wears out is the positives 

that come from finding a unique, 
regular and effective way to be ac-
countable. 

In this too, it's not always what 
you say as much as it is how and 
when you say it. 1:: 
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ALL THE WAY TO 
FIRST...ALMOST. 

DOUBLEDAY'S KPKE(FM) GOES FROM 15th 
TO 2nd IN DENVER IN JUST MAIO BOOKS. 

At Doubleday Broadcasting when we 
decide to get the job done, we do. 

A few months ago, our KPKE in Denver 
adopted a new contemporary hit 

format. We were 15th in the book, so 
the tower didn't have to fall on us to 

know we'd better do something. 

Well, in just 6 short months KPKE has 
risen to 2nd position in the crowded 

Denver market.., and we've just added 
Denver's top morning team of Steven 
B. and the Hawk for the frosting on the 
cake. 

Hard work, dedication and 
professionalism, that's how the job gets 
done. As for KPKE...will it get to first 
place? 
Stay tuned...all Denver is. 

DOUBLEDAY BROADCASTING... RADIO IS OUR ONLY BUSINESS. 
WAPP(FM) WMET(FM) WLLZ(FM) WAVA(FM) KDWB AM/FM KPKE(FM) 
New York Chicago Detroit Washington, D.C. Mpls./St. Paul Denver 

die DOUBLEDAY BROADCASTING CO. 
100 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 

WAPP(FM)/Lake Success-New York City, 
WAVA(FM)/Arlington-Washington, 

KDWB-FM/Richfield, MN 
Source: Arbitron Winter 1984 
Total person 12 + AOH 
Mon-Sun 6am-Mid 



Financial Management 

The New Look at Employee 
Profit Sharing 
It's taking more than "bonuses" to keep a good staff together. Here's 
what stations and groups are starting to consider. 

The majority of radio stations 
have seldom had any reward sys-
tem other than a Christmas 
bonus—some don't even have 
that. There are certain perks that 
go to executives—a car, credit 
card, trade benefits, sometimes 
travel—but most good operations 
offer similar benefits. 

That's why there is a new aware-
ness of how to keep a group of val-
uable people together. Since sta-
tions have always been vulnerable 
to other companies luring their 
best people away by offering more 
money, oddly enough it is not 
money alone that may turn out to 
be the salvation. 

In previous years many stations 
only offered pension plans as part of 
their benefit package. While it may 
have been a comfort to know that 
at age 65 a good sum of money would 
have accumulated, it provided little 
incentive for younger members of 
the staff to stick around. 
With the advent of employee 

profit sharing plans, the staff can 
see tangible results in as few as 
two years. What makes the news 
even better is that these profit 
sharing plans are for everyone on 
the staff from receptionist to gen-
eral manager. In essence, everyone 
is part of the team and derives a 
benefit—not just a select few. 
At most companies, you can't 

begin to receive your share of prof-
its all at once—it may take a 
number of years of service before 
that happens—but still, a percent-
age of profits begins to appear after 
the second year, with an increas-
ingly larger percentage until you 
become fully vested in the plan. 
John Blair and Company has in-

stituted employee profit sharing at 
some of their stations and the re-
sponse appears quite favorable. 
The company puts away a certain 
amount of money for each em-
ployee annually—it can be up to 
15 percent of the employee's sal-
ary as far as the IRS laws are con-

cerned, but it's usually anywhere 
between 7 percent and 10 percent. 
And, employees are also given 

options as to how the money that 
is being put away will grow for 
them. They can choose between 
money market, stocks, bonds or 
stock in John Blair and Company. 
Another way to give the em-

ployees more say in the company 
is for them to actually own it 
themselves. This has worked well 
in private industry (People's Ex-
press Airlines comes to mind). 

One company where it has defi-
nitely succeeded is Katz. Katz has 
the Employee Stock Ownership 
Plan known as ESOP and is 100 
percent owned by its employees. 

Katz people derive dividends 
from 58 percent of the company's 
stock automatically, as it is held 
in a trust. Each employee has his 
or her own account and full vest-
ing comes after four years with the 
company. If the employee leaves 
prematurely, the stock is redistrib-
uted to new employees. This part 
of the plan is given entirely by the 
company. 
As for the other 42 percent of 

the company's stock, managers 
and other interested employees 
can elect to buy more. Usually 
managers are best able to pay the 
cash necessary to purchase stock. 
The current going rate is $ 12 per 

share. Katz stock has certainly in-
creased in value from the time it 
was $4 per share. 
The plan, whether one decides 

to buy additional stock or not, 
makes it possible for employees to 
earn large dividends over the 
years, and again, it is not restricted 
to sales staff or air staff. There are 
stories of clerical people leaving 
with six figure dividends. 
The drawback to any profit shar-

ing plan is that it requires a profit 
to contribute. Some plans are vol-
untary and allow the company or 
station to contribute only when 
they have a "good" year. 
The ESOP had a bad name in fi-

nancial circles for a while because 
it was a common method for com-
panies in dire financial straits to 
refinance themselves by selling 
themselves to the employees. The 
Katz plan proves that a company 
that is doing well can use ESOP 
to a very good advantage. It is a 
drawcard for potential employees 
and keeps the Katz team intact. 

In smaller markets where own-
ers often use their station as a tax 
write-off against their other busi-
ness, it seems doubtful that this 
plan will catch on. 

Profit sharing plans work in sta-
tions which bill between $500,000 
and a million dollars or more per 
year and show a profit. 
ESOP seems better suited for 

larger corporations or group 
operators that are more able to 
handle such funds and are more 
likely to see that the money is in-
vested wisely. 

Right now the biggest obstacle 
is the industry's reluctance to rec-
ognize how important it is to stem 
unneeded turnover. 
But media buyers criticize radio 

for it. Listeners lose their loyalty 
when a key personality bolts for 
another station, and even a key 
secretary's loss can ruin the effi-
ciency of a radio station's operations. 
When the executive in charge 

senses that something other than 
periodic bonuses or common 
perks will be necessary to retain 
valuable employees, it is likely 
that some form of profit sharing 
or ESOP program will be intro-
duced.—By Donna Helper, a Boston-
based programming consultant 
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Introducing the 
ultimate FM, Exciter! 
Continental's Type 802A 
solid-state FM Exciter 
offers broadcasters 
unmatched performance. 
The modulation performance 
of Continental's new FM Exci-
ter exceeds all currently 
known/marketed FM exciters. 

State-of-the-art design 
includes modular construction 
and subassemblies: any 
subassembly within the exci-
ter can be removed without 
removing the exciter from the 
transmitter. The Type 802A 
accepts a composite base-
band signal from a stereo gen-
erator, STL system or 
monaural audio and SCA 
programming. 

No tuning adjustments are 
required, other than selecting 
the operating frequency. The 
exciter generates its frequency 
with a digitally programmed, 
dual speed, phase-locked fre-
quency synthesis system. 

Power output is 50 watts into a 
50 ohm load at all frequencies 
in the FM band, and the exci-
ter may be used as a low 
power transmitter. 

Special circuits protect the 
amplifier from any mis-
matched load including open 
or short circuits. Automatic 
power control maintains exci-
ter output at any preset level 
from 5 watts up to the maxi-
mum level. 

CjrntL'te.,tt «I 

The case design is very clean: 
front-panel analog and digital 
meters, along with LED read-
outs, give clear and accurate 
indications of system status 
and performance. A digital 
LED display indicates true 
peak level of the modulating 
signal in 5% increments, with 
an accuracy of better than -I- 2%. 

For information, call ( 214) 381-
7161: Continental Electronics 
Mfg. Co.; Box 270879, Dallas, 
Texas 75227. 
C 1983 Continental Electronics Mfg. Co./5274 

Continental Electronics Mfg. Co. Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227 (214) 381-7161 



New Technology 

Understanding Your Chief Engineer  
Eight ways managen are improving their off-air engineering. 

Possibly the least understood 
radio station employee is the en-
gineer. They keep odd hours, seem 
to be in their own world, speak a 
language of amps and ohms and 
are often at odds with program-
mers about how the station should 
sound. 

In the past the importance of the 
chief's role was as much legal as 
it was competitive. Owners charged 
their engineers with keeping the 
station operating within FCC 
limits. New technology and relax-
ation of the rules has made this 
easier, but fierce competition is 
coming and the engineer will be 
more important to the station's 
management team than ever be-
fore for different reasons. 

General managers are more eager 
than ever to bring chief engineers 
into the mainstream of manage-
ment. Managers, as laypeople, fre-
quently are lost in this world of 
satellites, digital audio and even 
AM stereo. To understand the 
technical side of the business, 
radio executives are finding that 
getting along with the chief en-
gineer is no longer simply a hice 
gesture—but a vital requirement 
for them and their ability to man-
age in this hi-tech industry. 
Here are several steps that some 

executives are trying to better un-
derstand and get along with their 
chief engineers: 

1. Understand him or her as a per-
son. Before a professional relation-
ship can be meaningful, it is impor-
tant to get to know the engineer as 
a person just as the general manager 
would with a sales or program man-
ager. An open line of communica-
tion helps. The chief should know 
about all upcoming on-air promo-
tions and activities. He or she 
should be invited to attend sales 
and programming meetings. 

2. Make time to talk. General 
managers usually talk with chief 
engineers when there are grave 
problems like being knocked off 
the air or operating on low-power. 
The chief no doubt has interests 
in things other than engineering 

and needs to talk to the person in 
charge. Frequently, managers 
make time for the PD and sales 
manager. Sometimes they make 
time for lunches that run longer 
than they should. Increasingly, 
some time is being devoted to 
spending with the chief on a regu-
lar basis. 

3. Pay a decent salary. An en-
gineer out of college can expect an 
entry level salary of $25,000 to 
$30,000 per year in industry. But at 
many stations he or she is paid far 
less—sometimes half this amount. 
These low salaries have created a 
shortage of competent radio en-
gineers, especially as many older 
engineers seek retirement. 

To put it simply. the forward error correction L 
ects errors in the receive data stream using re 
mation contained in the parity bits. Syndrome 
ais are available for use in the bit error measu 
e ribbon cable. All of these outputs are sent to ti  
sis and a mechanical interlock. The pseudora, 
ber generation circuit descrambles the incomi 
m with a pseudorandom number sequence. ic' 
eTDM multiplexor. Scrambling of the data is nec 1 
ovide a desirable power band wi 
band BSPK receiver modem. 
it syncronizes the address con 
d lights the sync indicator 

— 

4. Give recognition. The most 
frequent mistake made by mana-
gers is assuming that because an 
engineer can fix the station, he or 
she can fix the sink, a closet or 
assume custodial duties. This is 
thought to be subservient by 
them. The chief is increasingly 
being treated with respect and is 
more and more receiving the ben-
efits others on the management 
team get (from the tickets and free 
records to the respect they receive). 

5. Define the chief's respon-
sibilities. Since many executives 
don't really know what a chief 
does, it is hard for them to set 
down a list of expectations. Often 
the executive in charge expects 
the chief to keep the station on 
the air and sounding good, but 
doesn't understand how this 
should be done. This is an excel-

lent time to consult with other 
managers who do understand 
more about engineering, in order 
to establish minimum expecta-
tions. If an engineer is expected to 
spend 40 + hours per week at the 
station, it is unreasonable to ex-
pect him or her to do remotes on 
the weekends. 

6. Give a realistic budget. Man-
agers spend or waste thousands in 
promotion, programming and 
even sales sometimes without 
much justification. But usually 
the chief engineer is relegated to 
working with a minimal budget 
that only gets a major shot in the 
arm if the transmitter blows up. 
Even when the executive in charge 
cannot authorize purchase of a 
piece of equipment being recom-
mended by the chief, it costs noth-
ing to listen with an open mind. 

7. Visit the transmitters. Most 
radio stations have transmitters 
located at a site other than the 
studio. If this is the case, some 
executives are finding it helpful to 
take periodic tours with the chief 
as the guide. When a trip is made 
to the transmitter, this gives an 
insight as to its condition, what 
to expect in the future and what 
the engineer is spending his or her 
time on. 

8. Learn about engineering. It is 
a foreign language to most radio 
executives, but even knowing a 
few terms can go a long way. It's 
hard to pick up a management 
trade publication these days with-
out seeing some articles on 
technology. An intense desire to 
learn will go a long way. 
Eliminating the myth that "dif-

ferent is not bad" is helpful when 
new-era managers are looking for 
better relations with their en-
gineers. 
The newer philosophy is that it's 

the engineer's different qualities 
and perhaps personality that make 
him or her so valuable to a radio 
station. 
Some managers are so con-

vinced of this philosophy that they 
are now in the process of imple-
menting some or all of these steps 
to gain an off-air technical advan-
tage over their slower com-
petitors. — By Dana Puopolo, a Hyannis, 

MA engineering consultant 
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"I committed to TAPSCAN months before Z-100 ever hit 
the air based on the success we had with it in Cleveland. 
TAPSCAN does more that JUST breakout the numbers. It 
is a well thought-out SELLING SYSTEM that offers 
unique approaches to the marketing of radio time. It 
(TAPSCAN) paid for itself several times over in the first 
weeks of use." 

Dean Thacker 
VP/General Manager 
"Z-100" (WHTZ) 
New York 

"TAPSCAN adds AT LEAST 15% to my revenues every 
month. It's the most effective and useful selling tool I've 
ever seen for radio. The system offers us such control 
over our nventory that we're able to sell more evenly 
throughout the week. The reports have made a major 
impact on the agencies here in San Francisco." 

Joel Schwartz 
General Sales Manager 
KSAN/KNEW, San Francisco 

"Weve made HUNDREDS of THOUSANDS in additional 
revenues in each of our markets that we can attribute 
directly to TAPSCAN. It's become indispensable at all of 
the Metroplex stations. . . in fact we've bought several 
computers that run TAPSCAN for each of our sales staffs." 

Norman Wain 
President 
Metroplex Communications 

"TAPSCAN is SO FLEXIBLE that we're STILL discovering 
new applications, even after nine months of intensive 
daily use. The system is absolutely amazing. The service 
and support from the company (TAPSCAN, Inc.) has 
been great." 

Luis Albertini 
General Sales Manager 
Q-105 (WRBQ) 
Tampa 

"The TAPSCAN system is so fast, we can " fish" for selling 
angles without having to spend a lot of time. . . In fact, we 
assist in the planning stages of many major accounts 
because we are able to produce, in minutes, a full set of 
campaign options. . .a task that would take a media buyer 
several days to do manually." 

Bill Knobler 
General Sales Manager 
"EAGLE 97" ( KEGL) 
Dallas 

111111111111111 MI. 
TAPSCAN Group Broadcasting Clients 

Sunbelt Communications 

Entercom 

Gannett 

Affiliated Broadcasting 

Metromedia 

EZ Communications 

Nationwide 

Harte-Hanks 

Sandusky 

Doubleday 

Taft 

Metroplex 

MaInte 

Capital Broadcasting 

Home Office: 2100 Data Park, Suite 202 • Riverchase, AL 35244 • (205) 987-7456 

P.O. Box 237 • Beverly Hills, CA 90213-0237 3) 9J9-SCAN 



Special Repo 

Brains( mu 
Radio's Hot New 
Problem-Solver 

- 

Here's how some of the nation's most innovative executives are 
putting creativity to work in a positive way. 

By Richard A. Reis and 
Gerardo V. Tabio 

Brainstorming is hardly a new method 
of solving problems, but it is certainly 
different from what most of us are used to 
doing when a difficult problem comes up. 
Brainstorming has been around for 

many years. In 1953 Alex Osborn, the 
"0" in BBDO, published his most fa-
mous book on brainstorming—Applied 
Imagination. 

It was that book that made the term 
"brainstorming" popular. Unfortunately 
the word has come to be synonymous with 
a discussion or planning session, when 
sometimes a planning session is just the 
opposite of a brainstorming session. 
We learned about brainstorming from 

the late Dr. Robert Schwarz, author of 
RAB-Managing Sales Conference audio 
tapes. Our experience with brainstorm-
ing has been limited, but the results 
have been outstanding. 
From Dr. Schwarz we learned that 

brainstorming is a structured process to 
generate unstructured thinking. That 
probably sounds contradictory, but bas-
ically it means that in order to help 
people become really creative and come 
up with brilliant ideas, you have to force 
them to follow these rules: 

1. During the brainstorm there will be 
no judgement of ideas. No evalua-
tion or criticism will be allowed. 

2. All kinds of freewheeling is allowed 
and encouraged. The wilder, the 
more outrageous the idea, the better. 

Richard A. Reis is vice president and 
general manager of Katz Communica-
tions' WAAF/WFTQ, Worcester, MA. 
Gerardo V. Tabio is station manager 
WFTQ. The authors use brainstorming 
successfully several times a week. 

3. We are looking for quantity rather 
than quality. We are looking to end 
up with a long list of ideas. In 
brainstorming, quantity produces 
quality. 

4. We should combine and improve on 
ideas. If an idea is put forth, we 
should try to make it better. In this 
case, only positive building is allowed. 
Again—No Negative Comments Are 
Allowed! 

5. Everything that is said must be writ-
ten down, preferably on an easel pad 
so that everyone can read it. The 
reason for this is that if we choose 
not to write down an idea, we will 
have evaluated it. 

6. Every person taking part in the 
brainstorm is equal in rank. At a 
brainstorming session there are no 
bosses, no hierarchy. 

Here's a hint: The most difficult rule 
to follow is the first one. No judgement 
is allowed! Brainstorming is not a group 
discussion to solve a problem. 

In brainstorming there is no "right 
answer." As a matter of fact, all ideas 
that come out of a brainstorming session 
are deemed to be potentially useful, 
given the right kind of development. 
When you try your first brainstorm, 

it might be a good idea to assign a person 
who will be in charge of listening for 
judgmental comments. You might go 
as far as having a little desktop bell at 
the session, and the moderator can ring 
the bell whenever he or she hears any-
thing judgmental or negative about a 
particular idea. During many of our first 
brainstorming sessions we spent a lot of 
time ringing the bell, reminding people 
of the cardinal rule: No Judgement. 
But maybe we have gotten a little 

ahead of ourselves. You can't really 
have a brainstorming session before you 
have a problem to solve. 

/ 

The rules 
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Asking the 
question 

Trying it 

The 
moderator 

Here's a quick exercise that should 
help illustrate how important it is to 
state the problem carefully: 

Question: In what ways could you 
improve a mousetrap? 

After you have thought up five or six 
ideas on how you can improve a mouse-
trap, ask yourself the following question: 

Question: In what ways might we get 
rid of mice? 

Surely there are many ways of getting 
rid of mice and, in this case, a mouse-
trap is just one of the many alternatives. 
The point of this exercise is to show 
you that the answers that you come up 
with will completely depend on the 
question that you ask. 
So before you begin your brainstorm-

ing session, make sure that you have 
taken the time to ask the question that 
you want answered in several different 
ways. Here's another example: The 
problem that we need to solve is how 
to improve our current bumper sticker 
campaign. This problem can be attacked 
in many different ways: 

1. In what ways might we get more 
people to put bumper stickers on their 
vehicles? 

2. In what ways might we encourage 
people to get their neighbors to put 
bumper stickers on their vehicles? 

3. In what ways might we reward 
people who already have bumper stickers 
on their vehicles? 
There are other ways of looking at 

this problem. 
4. In what ways might we make 

bumper stickers more valuable? 
5. In what ways might we increase 

the radio station's visibility? 
The best way to get lots of different 

ideas to solve a problem is to restate 
the problem in various different ways. 
Every time you ask the question different-
ly, you will cause people to think of dif-
ferent solutions, and the number of ideas 
will increase. Remember, in brainstorm-
ing, quantity of ideas leads over quality. 
You are now ready to try brainstorm-

ing when you have a creatively stated 
problem (In what ways might we...) and 
you have the rules of brainstorming. 
Because you have to write down every 

idea that is generated, and because the 
number of ideas increases as the session 
progresses, we like to have a maximum 
of five to seven people taking part in 
each session. We also suggest that you 
bring people into the session from dif-
ferent areas of the radio station. You 

might want to have a couple of mana-
gers at the meeting, maybe a disc jockey 
or two, and hopefully a couple of ac-
count execs, secretaries, receptionists, 
or folks from the traffic department, etc. 
Don't fall into the trap of thinking 

that only the people who are on the air, 
or the salespeople have enough experi-
ence to solve programming or sales 
problems. 
Probably the most important element 

in a brainstorming session is the mod-
erator. This person has to be in charge of 
getting the brainstorming session going, 
inviting the people, preparing the ques-
tions that will be asked, and most impor-
tant, being sensitive to the fact that we 
all like to take the easy, comfortable, con-
ventional way out of every situation. 

It is the moderator, or the leader of 
the session who has to force people out 
of their comfort zones. 

Let's say that we want to come up 
with ideas on how your radio station 
can introduce a new morning personal-
ity to the market. We're willing to bet 
that you already have thought of at least 
one or two different ways that you have 
seen this done before. How many times 
have you heard or read about the new 
morning personality walking around 
town handing out dollar bills, or broad-
casting the entire morning show from 
a new billboard overlooking a busy in-
tersection? The reason why we come 
up with the same ideas over and over 
is because we keep asking the question 
in the same fashion over and over. 
Now let's suppose that we ask you, 

if you were a seven-year-old kid who 
just moved into a new neighborhood, 
what would you do to make friends 
with all the kids on the block? The an-
swers that you come up with are very 
different, and not only that but they 
might also be very adaptable to what a 
new morning personality could do to 
make friends in a new market! 
The point here is that the moderator, 

or group leader, has to come up with 
ways to force the members of the group 
to "get out of their boxes." We have to 
force people to think in different ways, 
to look at problems with a fresh new 
perspective. 

Here's another way to do it: Let's say 
you are looking for ways to create traffic 
for a client. A salesperson needs to come 
up with ideas that will help to increase 
the number of people who will walk 
through the doors during one specific 
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weekend. If you ask the question the 
traditional way: "In what ways might 
we create traffic for this store?" you will 
come up with some good ideas, many 
of which have been tried before and are 
almost sure to increase traffic. 
But what about if you asked the ques-

tion: "In what ways might we get 
people to avoid the store in question?" 
You might come up with all sorts of 
ways to motivate people to Stay Away 
from the store. Once you have compiled 
that list, then the moderator could ask 
the group to take a look at those ideas 
and turn them around to actually in-
crease traffic for the store. 
The moderator is the person in charge 

of forcing the participants in a brain-
storming session to get out of their boxes 
and look at things differently. He or she 
can do this by reversing the problem, en-
larging it, making it smaller, changing 
the viewpoint, inverting the sequence of 
events, putting things to different uses, 
etc. The idea is to force the participants 
to adapt their thinking to new situations 
where the conventional alternatives no 
longer apply. 
A gcíod brainstorming session usually 

does not last longer than one hour. At 
first you will find that you don't get as 
much accomplished because you spend 
lots of time reminding people not to 
criticize what sounds like a stupid idea. 
Also, at first, a brainstorming session can 
make people uncomfortable, especially 
if you force them to see things differently 
and encourage them to get outrageous. If 
you have patience and perseverance, the 
results will be outstanding. 

Evaluation of Ideas 
You know you've had a good 

brainstorming session if you have lots 
of ideas written down on the easel pad. 
A good brainstorming session will pro-
duce literally hundreds of ideas. Some 
of them will seem more practical than 
others. There will be plenty of conven-
tional ideas on the paper as well as some 
outlandish solutions to the problem. 
Now we need a way to evaluate these 

ideas so we can hone in on one or more 
practical solutions. The quickest way 
to evaluate these ideas is to put a "U" 
next to the ideas that are ready to be 
used. Then write an "R" next to the 
ideas that are almost ready to be used 
but need a little reworking. Finally, we 
want to put an "H" next to the ideas 
that are not quite ready. "H" stands for 
hold. It is important that we remember 

that all ideas, regardless of how crazy 
and impractical they might seem, could 
eventually turn into the best solution. 

Try It, You'll Like It. 
We have been holding brainstorming 

sessions at WAAP/WFTQ, Worcester 
for over a year now. At first, we got very 
frustrated. Many times we would finish 
a brainstorming session having come up 
with absolutely nothing. 
As time went by we discovered that 

the benefits of brainstorming go farther 
than the list of ideas you will come up 
with. There is a lot of value in having 
people from different departments at 
the radio station working together on a 
problem. It makes everyone feel com-
mitted to solving it and it makes people 
aware of the goals of the radio station. 
Brainstorming is also a great opportunity 
for people to have fun at work, and we all 
know how important that is for morale. 
No matter how good you are as a man-

ager, you cannot be expected to come 
up with the solution to every problem 
at the radio station. Brainstorming is a 
great way to get input from many differ-
ent people at the station. 

If you do it right and you do it often, 
brainstorming will benefit you and your 
station. 

Read More About It. 
We learned about brainstorming from 

several sources. If you haven't listened 
to Dr. Robert Schwarz's RAB-Managing 
Sales Conference audio tapes, you 
should. You can get copies of those 
tapes from the RAB. An excellent book 
to read on the subject of brainstorming 
and creative problem-solving is Roger 
VonOech's A Whack on the Side of the 
Head. 

Adams, J., Conceptual Blockbusting, W.H. 
Freeman, San Francisco, 1974. 

Albrecht, Karl, Brain Power, Prentice Hall, En-
glewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1962. 

Koberg, D., and J. Bagnall, The Universal 
Traveler, Wm. Kaufman, Inc., Los Altos, CA, 
1973. 

Schwarz, Robert, RAB-Managing Sales Confer-
ence Audio Tapes, available from RAB, New 
York, New York, 1984. 

Von Oech, Rogr, A Whack on the Side of the 
Head, Creative Think, P.O. Box 7354, Menlo 
Park, CA 94025, 1983. 

Judging 
success 
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Off-The-Air 

Admitting You're Wrong 
Radio executives see making mistakes as a weakness. Here's how some 
upward-bound managers are turning wrongs into rights. 

Radio executives are just like 
most other career people when it 
comes to making mistakes—they 
hate to make them. When they do, 
they hate to admit them. And even 
when someone proves them wrong, 
somehow they are still right. 
This is becoming a big problem 

for career-minded executives who 
are beginning to notice changes 
taking place at the station and cor-
porate level. And, while this by no 
means indicates all corporations 
appreciate a new approach, some 
companies are indeed showing 
evidence of growing tired of the 
same old excuses. 
That's why some of radio's mod-

ern management success stories 
include a little noticed, but very 
potent element—the ability to 
admit mistakes and turn them 
into management strengths. 
To understand the change, it 

helps to view traditional manage-
ment technique. This philosophy 
encompasses the thinking that 
management is not wrong, and 
even at its worst, it may not be 
right, but it is not wrong either. 
Some executives back up their in-
correct decisions with excuses 
that no decision maker can be 
right all the time. And, indeed 
that's true. 
What is different today is that 

radio executives looking to win re-
spect and influence others are 
throwing off traditional manage-
ment "burdens" to become more 
effective. One major burden is that 
of having to be right all the time. 
The next biggest weight which 
some seek to lift from their work 
lives: always trying to minimize 
their mistakes. 
Some of the new style exhibited 

in various ways by upwardly 
mobile radio executives includes 
the following: 
• Admit mistakes quickly. It's 

hard for someone to take you to 
task for being wrong if you have 
the ability to say quickly, "I was 
wrong," before the damage is 
done. No executive wants to be in 

this situation, but when mistakes 
are admitted early, it's very dif-
ficult for arguments to begin or to 
continue. Resistance seems to dis-
appear. In some cases, the people 
who hear the admission become 
more sympathetic to the person 
admitting the mistake. 

• Be convincing. It's senseless 
to admit mistakes and then follow 
with a "but..." The most effective 
way is to say it emphatically. The 
executive who can admit a wrong 
call and do • it convincingly is 
exhibiting strength, not weakness, 
in the eyes of his or her employees 
and/or associates. 
• Make it sincere. Sincerity is 

the ingredient that glues the 
whole concept together. When an 
executive believes that he or she 
is not always right, but that most 
of the time he or she is right, it 
will be easier to be sincere about 
admitting an occasional miscue. 

• Encourage others to admit 
their mistakes. Radio executives 
aren't the only ones in the indus-
try who make mistakes. Smart 
managers are by example en-
couraging others to admit short-
comings so that they can get on 
with improving these faults. 
When the leader admits to being 
wrong, it sends a clear message to 
others that they too can be wrong 
and live to work another day. This 
is perhaps the greatest management 
advantage—encouraging workers 
to get on with problem-solving 
rather than trying to defend posi-
tions that are obviously wrong. 
• Commit it in writing. A short 

note to an employee that says, 
"I've got to admit, I was wrong 
about the need for music research. 
The station sounds better than 
ever," advances a manager's capa-
bilities much more than ignoring 
the shortcomings in the first place. 
It can inspire respect. 
• It works on superiors. Many 

successful executives relieve the 
pressure on themselves by being 
able to admit to their employer 
that they made a mistake. So, if a 
general manager hired a morning 
DJ who left the station after six 
months and wasted the station's 
time and promotion money, a 
strong executive might memo the 
group executive that, "Even 
though I thought he or she was 
going to be the type of person we 
could build a station around, I was 
surprised to find how wrong I was. 
We'll start looking again." 
• Other powerful hints. Admis-

sion of mistakes is even more ef-
fective when delivered face-to-
face (looking into the eye of the 
person hearing the admission). 
That person willing to keep quiet 
after admitting a mistake will 
likely hear someone be sympathet-
ic and helpful about what went 
wrong. The discipline to listen is 
one which many executives find 
difficult to master even though the 
skill is essential to leadership. 
No one likes to admit mistakes. 

But in radio, an industry of egos, 
some executives are finding that it 
is much better to have erred than 
not to have tried at all—and making 
the error is not the biggest mistake. 
Failure to admit it is far worse. fl 
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Radio Across-The-USA" 

tlanta 

Baltimore 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT F711 MA AA1/ .-

WZGC-FM R 12.6 15.3 13.7  
WKLS-FM A 12.2 12.4 13.2  
WCX-FM 0 9.4 9.6 11.7  
VVVEE-FM B 8.9 8.1 9.3  
WKHX-FM C 8.4 8.7 8.7  
WPCH-FM BM 5.8 5.9 5.9  
WSB AC 5.8 5.7 5.6  
WRMM-FM AC 46 3.9 4.9  
WSB-FM AC 49 4.0 3.9  
WAOK B 40 5.0 3.8 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT FM MA AM 

WBAL AC 9.6 8.5 9.6  
WIYY-FM A 7.8 8.3 7.8  
WL1=-FM BM 5.3 6.9 7.4  
WBSB-FM F 8.9 7.2 6.8  
WPOC-FM C 6.5 6.1 6.6  
WXYV-FM B 76 6.5 5.5  
VVWIN-FM B 45 4.9 5.2  
WMAR-FM iR 4.2 4.6 4.9  
WCAO C 3.7 3.8 4.4  
WF8R AC 30 3.4 39 

Mow Cleveland BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT F/M IA/A A/M 

WMMS-FM A 152 13.1 10.7  
WGCL-FM R 8.5 8.8 8.5 
WLTF-FM AC 3.7 6.2 8.3 
WMJI-FM AC 5.7 4.9 6.8 
WOAL-FM BM 7.0 7.3 6.6 
WZAK-FM B 8.3 7.3 6.5  
WBBG BB 6.2 6.2 5.3  
WDMT-FM B 3.9 3.7 5.3 
WO K-FM BM 5.7 6.8 5.1 

AC 1 

I 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT F/M MA AIM 

KPKE-FM R 7.6 8.1 9.6 
KOSI-FM BM 7.5 6.3 8.1  
KBPI-FM A 7.7 7.2 6.8  
KIMN R 3.3 4.6 6.5  
KOAO-FM R 8.5 7.8 6.2  
KBCO-FM A 5.2 4.6 5.1  
KOA N,T 7.5 6.2 5.0  
KAZY-FM A 2.3 2.5 4.7  
KYGO-FM C 3.9 4.2 4.6  

FM CL 44 5.6 4.3 

Boston 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMIIMMIFFM/A A/IA 

KHFI-FM R 197 17.8 18.8 
KLBJ-FM A 12.8 14.2 15.6 
KASE-FM C 12.9 12.9 13.8 
KEYI-FM AC 7.3 8.0 9.6 
KNOW B 4.1 4.7 5.3  
KOKE-FM AC 6 7 6.0 5.1  
KLBJ N/T 5.6 5.3 4.2 
KVET C 4.4 3.0 3.9 
KPEZ-FM BM 4.5 5.1 3.4  
KMFA-FM P 3.3 3.3 2.8 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT Fila MIA AIM 

WBCN-FM A 11.2 10.6 10.2  
WXKS-FM B 9.7 10.3 10.1  
WBZ AC 10.0 9.9 9.0  
WHTT-FM R 7.7 7.7 8.7  
WHDH AC 8.6 71 6.9  
WEEI N 5.7 5.2 4.7  
WJIB-FM BM 3.8 4.0 3.9  
WROR-FM AC 3.1 3.8 3.9  
WRKO 4.2 4.2 3.7 
WGBH-FM P 2.2 2.3 30 

Dallas 

Des Moines 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT FM M/A 

KVIL-FM AC 10 1 12.1 13.8 
KKDA-FM B 6.9 6.9 9.5 
KPLX-FM C 4.9 4.3 7.2  
KTXO-FM A 5.0 6.1 7.0 
KRLD N 7.5 6.6 6.3 
KEGL-FM A 7.6 6.8 6.0 
KAFM-FM R 7.3 7.1 5.8  
KZEW-FM A 7.4 7.0 5.7  
KMEZ-FM BM 3.2 4.1 54  
KSCS-FM C 5.6 6.3 4.8 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT F/M 11./A A/M 

KGGO-FM R 18.7 20.5 20.1  
KSO C 13.0 13.1 15.1  
WHO N/T 10.4 10.9 9.1  
KRNT AC 7.8 10.0 8.7  
KMGK-FM R 8.0 8.2 8.2 
KLYF-FM AC 10.3 7.3 6.7 
KJJY-FM C 4.8 4.6 6.4  
KRNO-FM R 6.4 5.7 6.0 
KIOA AC 3.7 5.3 5.6 
KMRY BB 4.6 4.9 5.4 

' Persons 12 - AOH shares. Mon - Sun. 6AM - MKInrbt 
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Jacksonville 

Houston 

Greensboro Harrisburg BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT F/M N/A 

WTOR-FM C 144 16.2 1  
WSEZ-FM R 9.0 10.1  
WKZL-FM A 105 8.8  
WMAG-FM AC 8.6 6.9  
WGLD-FM BM 7.1 8.3  
WSJS NT 5.8 5.5  
WOMG-FM B 7.6 6.7  
WDCG-FM AC 5.1 4.7  
WAIR B 3.0 3.7  
WROK-FM AC 2.6 2.9 2. • 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT F/M N/A 

KMJQ-FM B 7.0 8.7 11.5  
KKBO-FM R 10.8 10.4 11.3  
KIKK-FM C 9.2 10.3 10.0  
KSRR-FM A 7.9 7.6 9.1  
KLOL-FM A 4.3 5.1 7.3  
KODA-FM BM 5.6 5.1 5.2  
KFMK-FM AC 6.1 6.4 4.6  
KILT-FM C 5.7 5.4 4.6  
KTRH N/T 3.2 3.5 4.6  
KRE3F-FM AC 25 27 44 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT FM ILA AN 

WFYV-FM A 208 185 19.1  
WIVY-FM AC 13.8 14.6 15.8  
WOK-FM C 10.1 10.8 12.3 
WKTZ-FM BM 8.3 8.3 10.3 
WAIV-FM AC 8.8 8.4 8.2 
WJAX-FM B 7.3 6.3 7.2 
WCRJ-FM C 5.8 5.3 4.0 
WPDO B 4.0 5.3 3.0 
WOKV NIT 1.0 15 2.2 
WZAZ B 2.5 3.4 1.9 

FORMAT F/M NA AIM 
WIMZ-FM A 18.3 20.9 20.4 
WIVK-FM C 25.8 23.5 20.3 
WEZK-FM BM 11.0 12.0 141  
WOKI-FM R 8.6 101 12.5 
WMYU-FM AC 6.7 5.2 4.5 
WNOX C 6.3 4.8 3.7 
WUOT-FM P 1.3 1.7 2.9 
WNKX-FM C 1.2 1.6 2.8 
WBMK B 2.3 2.4 2.6 
WYSH C 1 0 09 26 

eg 

BIRCH MONTHLY 

"9111111MIII'llfr 
WTPA-FM A 12.0 140 176 
WHP-FM BM 11 8 11.9 11.2  
WHP AC 10.5 9.8 9.0  
WSFM-FM AC 4.6 6.4 7.7  
WKBO AC 49 6.6 7.4  
WOXA-FM R 6.3 7.0 6.8  
WHTF-FM R 2.9 3.9 5.8  
WRKZ-FM C 6.4 5.2 5.3 
WHYL-FM C 11 2 8.3 4.8  
WCMB C 27 35 36 

Indianapolis BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT FM N/A AIM 

WZPL-FM R 17.0 20.1 22.2  
WI BC AC 15.6 14.7 18.3 
WFBO-FM A 11.6 11.1 11.9 
WFMS-FM C 7.8 8.6 9.1  
WIRE C 66 73 6.3  
WNAP-FM AC 2.5 4.1 6.0 
WENS-FM AC 5.4 4.5 5.8  
WTLC-FM B 7.6 9.1 5.5  
WXTZ-FM BM 12.4 85 4.8  
WNDE AC 30 28 2.5 

Lansing BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT F/M N/A A/M 

WVIC-FM R 17.0 15.9 16.9  
WJXO-FM R 9.5 10.3 12.6  
WFMK-FM AC 9.2 9.3 8.7  
WITL-FM C 10.0 8.7 8.1  
WJR AC 6.8 7.2 7.2  
WJIM-FM BM 4.8 6.5 5.8 
WILS-FM A 10.0 8.3 5.0 
WIBM-FM AC 2.8 4.1 3.0 
WKAR-FM P 3.6 3.9 3.0 
WKLH-FM C 1.4 1.7 2.2 
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New Orleans 

Minneapolis 

Miami 

Louisville Madison BIRCH MONTHLY 
MA FM MA AIM 

WHAS AC 15.6 17.0 16.6 
WQMF-F A 11.3 10.7 11.4  
WAMZ-FM C 10.4 11.3 9.9 
WLOU B 9.1 11.5 9.1  
WLRS-FM A 7.5 7.6 8.9  
WJYL-FM AC 5.7 5.7 7.5  
WRKA-FM AC 6.4 64 6.6  
WAVG AC 5.9 6.6 6.0  
WCII C 3.8 4.8 5.6  
WVEZ-FM BM 5.3 4.2 4.3 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT FM MA AM 

WINZ-FM R 13.0 12.1 12.7  
WHYI-FM R 11.6 10.9 11.7  
WQBA SP 11.1 12.2 10.4  
WRHC SP 6.4 9.2 7.8  
WNWS NIT 3.1 6.5 4.7  
WCMQ-FM SP 2.8 4.2 4.6  
WLYF-FM BM 4.8 4.5 4.3  
WOBA-FM SP 2.9 2.5 3.7  
WEDR-FM B 2.5 2.7 3.3 
WINZ NWT 4.5 3.9 3.0 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT FIll MA AIM 

WCCO AC 21 8 20.1 16.4  
KSTP-FM AC 10.5 10.0 10.4  
WLOL-FM R 11.4 9.1 10.4  
KDWB-FM R 6.4 8.1 9.8  
KEEY-FM C 6.1 6.7 8.1  
KQRS-FM A 5.5 6.9 7.5  
WDGY C 2.6 3.4 5.1  
WLTE-FM AC 5.2 2.6 4.5  
KSTP N/T 4.0 4.8 4.3 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT F/M /A/A A/M 

WEZB-FM AC 159 16.9 17.9  
WYLD-FM B 16.6 15.6 14.8  
WRNO-FM A 7.8 6.2 8.0 
WOUE-FM AC 5.4 5.9 6.8 
WNOE-FM C 7.2 6.7 6.2  
WBYU-FM BM 47 4.8 6.0 
WAIL-FM B 40 51 5.5  
'AWL NT 48 47 4.9 
WSMB NT 65 51 4.7  
WAJY-FM AC 37 36 4.6 

Milwaukee 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
A/M 

KIIS-FM R 9.5 10.7 10.2 
KABC T 6.5 6.2 6.6 
KLOS-FM A 4.4 3.7 5.6 
KNX N 3.8 3.7 4.6 
KMET-FM A 4.6 3.6 4.3 
KJLH-FM B 1.8 4.5 4.1  
KALI SP 5.0 4.3 3.5 
KFWB N 3.5 3.5 2.9 
KBIG-FM BM 3.0 2.2 2.7 
KRQQ-FM A 3.8 3.2 2.7 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
RNA F/M MA A/M 

WZEE-FM R 15.9 15.2 14.6  
WIBA-FM A 13.3 11.9 11.3  
WTS0 C 12.4 11.9 10.4  
WIBA AC 7.1 6.9 8.2 
WMGN-FM AC 5.7 6.9 7.0 
WERN-FM P 5.9 6.3 6.4  
WVVQM-FM C 4.6 4.5 6.1  
WORT-FM A 5.4 6.1 5.5  
WMAD-FM A 2.2 3.1 4.0 
WSJY-FM BM 3.2 3.8 3.6 

BIRCH MONTHLY 1 
FORMAT FM MA AM 

WTMJ AC 86 104 13.8  
WQFM-F A 10.4 11 7 11.0 

8.0 7.5 7.5 WLUM-FM B  
WKTI-FM R 8.7 85 6.6 
WOKY AC 6.0 5.5 6.2 
WBCS-FM C 5.4 48 5.5 
WEZW-FM BM 6.5 6.8 5.1  
WMIL-FM C 4.9 4.2 4.4 

▪ zee • _ WEM NP BB 1.4 1 7 40 
ls AC 4.2 23 3.9 , - w  

Nashville 

New York 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT 

WKDF-FM A 
WSM-FM C 

F/IA MA A/M 
18.7 16.6 14.2  
11.3 11.1 10.9 

WLAC-FM AC 8.0 9.6 10.0 
VVWKX-FM R 9.8 7.5 9.7  
WZEZ-FM BM 10.5 8.4 9.7  
WZKS-FM AC 1.8 6.2 7.5  
WQ0K-FM B 7.0 6.7 6.7  
WSIX-FM C 5.1 5.6 4.8  
WSM C 3.8 5.1 4.8  
WYHY-FM AC 2.2 3.2 3.9 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT F/I1 IA/A A/M 

WHTZ-FM R 9.2 9.4 9.6 
WOR NIT 4.5 5.0 7.9 
WPLJ-FM A 5.3 46 5.1  
WKTU-FM AC 5.0 5.5 4.9 
WAPP-FM A 5.0 48 4.5 
VVRKS-FM B 5.2 5.1 45 
WINS N 3.3 3.5 4.3 
WHN C 2.6 3.6 3.2 
WCBS-FM 0 2.5 3.1 3.1  
WBLS-FM B 4.9 5.0 2.9 
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Radio Across-The-USA T " 

Philadephia BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT 

WUSL-FM B 
WDAS-FM B 
KYW N 

FIN 
9.0 
6.3 
8.1 

VVYSP-FM A 5.0 
WEAZ-FM BM 7.5 
WCAU-FM AC 8.3 
WMMR-FM A 7.4 
WWDB-FM T 2.8 
WPEN BB 5.0 
WMGK-FM AC 4.0 

MA 
9.8 
8.3 
7.4 
5.8 
6.3 
78 
6.1 
2.6 
5.1 
3.9 

kM 
9.7 
8.2 
7.3 
7.3 
7.1  
6.9 
6.3 
4.1 
3.9 
3.8 

Raleigh BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT 

WDCG-FM R 
WRAL-FM AC 
WQDR-FM AC 
WPTF AC 
WKIX 
WSHA-FM P 
WD NC BB 
WDUR 
WLLE REL 
WUNC-FM P 

F/M IA/A MA 
21.8 20.5 15.9 
8.2 9.1 11.9 
9.5 9.1 11.2 

10.9 8.8 7.7 
4.2 5.8 5.6 
5.2 6.9 4.8 
3.7 3.9 4.6 
4.6 2.9 4.6 
3.7 4.0 4.0 
5.0 5.1 3.7 

FIN MA kM 
16.8 15.7 20.1  
15.7 17.1 15.4 
13.2 13.4 13.5 
10.0 10.2 9.7 
7.7 8.1 6.8 
6.1 6.2 6.6 
6.9 5.8 4.9 
2.9 4.4 4.8 
4.2 3.4 4.1  
1.4 1.4 23 

KOZZ-FM A 20.R 24.8 24.6 
KHTX-FM R  
KCBN 
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Radio Across-The-USA rm 

Toledo 

Syracuse 

San Diego 

Seattle 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT F, M At A A; M 

KGB-FM A 9.9 8.3 8.5  
KJQY-FM BM 12.4 9.2 8.4  
KSDO-FM R 4.5 7.1 8.4  
KFMB AC 3.7 6.0 6.5 
XTRA-FM A 5.8 6.7 6.3 
KFMB-FM AC 3.7 3.8 4.9 
KSDO N/T 6.4 7.4 4.6 
KYXY-FM AC 4.3 5.3 4.6 
KPQP BB 4.9 4.5 4.5 
XHRM-FM B 6.4 49 3.9 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT FilA MA A/M 

KIRO NT 7.6 7.3 8.7  
KUBE-FM R 62 6.3 7.4  
KNBQ-FM R 6.2 7.6 6.6 
KPLZ-FM R 4.7 5.6 58  
KSEA-FM BM 3.7 4.1 5.3 
KZOK-FM A 4 7 52 5.2 
KOMO AC 52 6.1 51  
KISW-FM A 6.4 5.6 4.9 
KIXI BB 3.6 4.4 4.1  
KLSY-FM AC 5.3 5.1 4.1 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT FM M/A A/M 

VVYYY-FM AC 18.4 16.2 15.5  
WAQX-FM A 12.8 13.2 15.2  
WSYR AC 14.4 13.8 12.6  
WHEN AC 6.6 6.6 7.6 
WRRB-FM C 7.1 7.0 7.0 
WFBL BB 4.1 54 6.3 
WNTO-FM AC 3.5 4.9 6.0 
WKFM-FM R 51 4.7 4.6 
WEZG-FM BM 2.9 34 3.7  
WSEN-FM C 2.1 2.1 3.1 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT 

WIOT-FM A 
WLQR-FM BM 
WSPD AC 

FIM IA/A AIM 
14.3 13.5 12.1  
8.1 10.4 9.1 
8.3 8.8 8.5 

WJR AC 5.1 53 8.0 
WRON-FM R 6.9 7.5 8.0 
WKLR-FM C 8.2 7.0 7.0 
WWWM-FM AC 5.3 54 6.3 
WMHE-FM AC 7.0 5.9 4.8 
VVVOI B 4.6 4.4 3.6 
WRIF-FM A 1.6 28 3.4 

WI-CISCO 

St Louis 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT FM IAJA AIM 

KGO NIT 10.6 10.1 10.5  
KYUU-FM AC 5.2 6.5 5.9 
KSAN-FM C 5.3 4.3 5.8 
KNEW C 2.3 4.1 4.9  
KSOL-FM B 5.1 3.7 4.3  
1<101-FM AC 3.7 4 7 3.9 
KFRC R 2.6 3.4 3.5 
KCBS NT 3.2 3.7 3.4  
KABL BM 2.2 2.3 3.0 
KRQR-FM A 3.3 3.2 3.0 

1.011111r--

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT F/M M/A A/M 

KMOX N 20.2 19.1 19.1  
KSHE-FM A 9.7 10.5 10.7  
KHTR-FM R 9.4 7.6 7.9  
KMJM-FM B 8.5 8.6 7.9  
KWK-FM A 7.7 7.9 7.4  
WIL-FM C 6.8 6.6 6.6  
KEZK-FM BM 4.8 5.9 5.6  
KSD-FM AC 6.2 5.6 5.3  
KYKY-FM AC 3.2 4.4 3.7  
KUSA C 2.4 2.7 3.6 

Tampa 

Tulsa 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT FIN MIA AM 

WWBA-FM BM 10.6 12.0 13.6  
WRBO-FM AC 11.6 13.9 13.3  
WYNF-FM A 9.6 11 2 11.3  
WQYK-FM C 8.5 7.2 8.4  
WSUN C 3.4 4 7 6.5  

I. WZNE-FM R 6.0 5.7 5.7  

WDAE BB 4.6 4.2 5.7  
WIQI-FM AC 7.1 6.2 5.0 
WMGG-FM AC 4.1 4.3 4.7  

;„ • WFLA AC 4.8 4.2 3.7 

BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT F/M M/A A/M 

KMOD-FM A 12.0 13.8 14.0 
KV00 C 10.7 11.8 12.6 
KWEN-FM C 9.6 11.1 10.6 
KRMG N 11.3 9.6 95 
KRAV-FM AC 9.2 8.5 85 
KAYI-FM R 7.9 7.2 7.8 
KBEZ-FM BM 9.5 8.2 7.0 
KCFO-FM BEL 5.5 5.0 5.0 
KELI R 2.9 3.4 3.8 
KGTO 0 1 6 2.9 34 

West Palm Beach BIRCH MONTHLY 
FORMAT F/M MA AN 

NHYI-FM R 14.4 16.3 17.2  
WEAT-FM BM 17.4 18.4 165  
WIRK-FM C 10.5 8.7 76  
WRMF-FM AC 6.1 6.4 6.1  
WJNO N/T 5.6 5.7 4.5  
WNJY-FM BB 6.0 4.7 3.9  
WLYF-FM BM 1.2 2.5 3.4  
WSHE-FM A 3.9 2.8 3.1  
WCKO-FM A 4.2 3.4 2.9 
_111/PBR N/T 3.3 3.5 2.9 
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Future News 

SALES 

Telemarketing will 
help more stations sell. 
More stations will learn 
about how they can use 
the telephone to increase 
sales. Special offers, first-
time limited-budget ad-
vertisers, event-selling 
will be enhanced by this 
frequently overlooked and 
cost-effective approach. 

Better service will in-
crease renewals. Most 
stations concentrate on 
getting the order ratio 
than keeping the client. 
A service coordinator to 
work with the account 
executive will be check-
ing with the client on a 
more frequent basis to 
determine problems, 
reaction and additional 
needs. 

Breakfast sales calls 
will become increasingly 
popular. Many have been 
overlooking this oppor-
tune time to pitch a po-
tential client. Some sta-
tions are eliminating 
their daily early morning 
station sales meeting to 
encourage their staff to 
make daily breakfast ap-
pointments. Late after-
noon is the worst time to 
make a sales call. 

MARKETING 

Direct mail is tomor-
row's hottest promotion. 
Stations will be 
routinely spending large t 
parts of their budgets on 
direct mail campaigns 
tied into "listen and 
win" contests to attract 
new listeners. Tradi-
tional contest giveaways 
will give way to these 
new efforts. 

PROGRAMMING 

Consistency is the 
new secret weapon. Sta-
tions will try to em-

Telemarketing will help more 
stations sell. 

BBB 
IMO 

Better service will increase 
renewals. 

Breakfast sales calls will become 
incxeasine popular. 

•11. 
••• 

Direct mail is tomorrow's hottest 
promotion. 

••• 
••• 

Consistency is the new 
secret weapon. 

••• 
••• 

Asking the audience's opinion will 
be more important. 

MOM 
VIM 

AM stereo is becoming a 
dead issue. 

The current venture capital boom 
will wane as interest rates rise. 

MOIR 
••• 

••• 
•• • 

Job titles are on the way out. 
BIM 
••• 

Monthly computer ratings still 
L b ' _a  

Music testing will boom. 

phasize keeping things 
the way they are rather 
than consistently chang-
ing. This includes DJs, 
contests, the basic for-
mat itself, and image and 
promotional aspects_ 

Stations will find the 
lack of change will be one 
of their biggest pluses. 

Asking the audience's 
opinion will be more im-

portant. A most effective 
tactic is asking the audi-
ence's reaction to the sta-
tion and inviting listen-
ers to call in or write. 
Some stations are being 
very specific asking for 
input on "our contests" 
or "our music." Playing 
back the listener input is 
key even if the station 
doesn't adopt the recom-
mended changes. 

TECHNOLOGY 

AM stereo is becoming 
a dead issue. Radio execu-
tives are becoming more 
convinced they will not 
benefit by acting now on 
a system. The trend will 
be toward spending valu-
able time and money on 
other more immediate 
areas where a benefit can 
be derived. 

FINANCIAL 

The current venture 
capital boom will wane 
as interest rates rise. The 
prime rate is headed up, 
and these venture groups 
generally get several 
points above prime for 
lending money. Things 
will get tighter in 1985 
possibly as early as January. 

MANAGING PEOPLE 

Job titles are on the 
way out. Stations are 
finding they have more 
flexibility in redeploying 
their talent by grouping 
staffers by sales, pro-
gramming and admin-
istration rather than by 
titles. Titles, such as vice 
president, will be re-
wards for service, not a 
job description. 

RATINGS 

Monthly computer 
ratings still a "go." De-
spite recent delays in the 
Arbitron monthlies. 
Even with shortcomings, 
quicker will be more 
desirable to stations and 
advertisers. 

RESEARCH 

Music testing will 
boom. National research 
companies are about to 
cash in on increasing in-
terest by stations to in-
sure that they are playing 
the right music. 
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More people listen to BMI than 
to their mothers 

 ......-.."'"«..."..... 

And more moms listen to BMI, too. 
Because most of the music played on radio 
is licensed by BMI. If anyone tries to tell 

you differently, don't listen. 
So remember, keep your feet 

off the furniture, don't play with 
your food, and keep playing plenty 
of BMI music. 

BM! 

Wherever there's music, there's BMI. *1984 BMI 



"Today, we are delighted to be working with SRP as partners. The resulting association, 
and their Totally Researched Music, has returned EAZY 101 to its dominant position 
in Philadelphia:' 

Jerry Lee, President, and Jim DeCaro, Executive Vice President and General 
Manager of EAZY 101, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

We talked to a number of services prior to settling upon SRP. We carefully reviewed SRP's 
music and research,which incidentally is far ahead of what anyone else has to offer. 
We're delighted to be back with SRP." 

Tony Renda, President of WISH 100, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

"A primary factor in our decision to switch to SRP was that SRP is addressing key issues for 
the future in a logical and comprehensive manner. Their approach to music research, vocal 
content, and advertising and promotion leads us to believe we've made the correct move:' 

Mike Burnette, Operations Manager FM Stations/KJOY, Group W, 
San Diego, California. 

'During the first three days following our switch back to SRP, we've received eight hundred 
and fifty unsolicited calls from enthusiastic listeners who are absolutely ecstatic. SRP's 
Totally Researched Music was the answer. We're thrilled to be back!" 

Dennis R. Israel, President, The Sky Stations, WEZG-FM, Syracuse, New York 

...AND YOU CAN 
QUOTE ME ON THAT:' 

slip 
LISTENING AT ITS BEST 

Schulke Radio Productions, Ltd. 

3001 Hadley Road, South Plainfield, New Jersey 07080, 12011 753-0444 

A DIVISION OF COX COMMUNICATIONS INC 




